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de Acosta, would invite herself to the Palazzo dei Leoni shortly after
the war. Luisa greeted her guest in style, wearing a white robe, with
a white flower held in one hand and her cheetah padding beside her.
But to de Acosta, the effect was just ‘bad theatre’. Others opted to supplement reality with their own fabrications. Wild stories accumulated
about Luisa’s Venetian antics: about the nocturnal walks she took
through San Marco, stark naked except for a fur cloak draped from her
shoulders; about the gruesome toll her exacting aesthetic was taking
on her servants, several of whom had died, it was said, after having
their bodies decorated with toxic gold paint. Her sexuality too was the
subject of lurid invention. Luisa was rumoured to keep a handsome but
mute Tunisian lord as her pleasure slave; she was said to possess such
insatiable desires that some of her lovers died from exhaustion in her
arms; and afterwards, it was claimed, she commissioned wax dummies
in which to entomb their cremated remains.
This last piece of nonsense might well have been put into circulation by Luisa herself, given its suspicious similarity to the legend of
Cristina Trivulzio. She was trying very hard to promote her image as
a modern maenad, a woman of perverse and fearless tastes, and such
rumours were a useful diversion from the truth, which was that Luisa’s
experience of sex was actually very limited. Even though she’d become
progressively estranged from Camillo and in early 1914 would gain a
formal separation from him, she seems to have hesitated to take sexual
advantage of her single life. The physical and emotional demands of
an affair were possibly still too much of a threat to her fragile independence; and in the end it would be D’Annunzio who, after years of
careful patience, would finally break through her reserve. When he did,
he would boast that the side of Luisa he had successfully coaxed into
passion was one that no other man had seen.

CHAPTER 3

‘I am in a gondola. I am crossing the canal. I am approaching
the palace. A fine rain falls in the shimmering violet moonlight.
The green door of the low tide. The splashing of the water
against the stairs…I can see gold lace gleaming in the windows.’
(Gabriele D’Annunzio, ‘La figure de cire’)
In an undated and unfinished short story, ‘La figure de cire’, D’Annunzio
would transpose his love affair with Luisa to the setting of Venice, and
to the Palazzo Venier dei Leoni. In a heady synaesthesia of detail he
would describe the churning anticipation with which he journeyed to
the palace, the violence of his desire as he knelt to embrace Luisa, and
the intensity of her response: ‘She is hot, almost burning. All for you.’#
In reality, though, the two were rarely in the city as lovers. Until 1915,
D’Annunzio was still in exile, hiding from his Italian creditors; and if
he did dare to cross into Venice for Luisa’s sake, it was only once and
for a very brief occasion.
Otherwise, it was in Paris where their relationship evolved from platonic fascination into a sexual affair. The shift began in May 1911, when
Luisa went to meet D’Annunzio for the premiere of his new play St
Sebastian at the Théâtre du Châtelet. It was an elaborately poetic vehicle
that he’d written as a homage for Ida Rubinstein, and with spectacular
designs by Bakst, a new score by Debussy and a cast of two hundred,
D’Annunzio was investing high artistic and financial hopes in its success.
Rubinstein herself had been compellingly beautiful on stage: ‘a
stained-glass window come to life’, according to the youthfully entranced
Jean Cocteau; a ‘sibylline presence’ according to her infatuated author.
But Rubinstein’s untrained voice was too weak to bear the burden of
D’Annunzio’s grandiloquent text and Proust’s damning verdict on the
production that it was ‘boring’ and ‘crushed by style’ was widely shared
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by the public. D’Annunzio flung himself into despair when his play
was closed after just twelve performances, and it was Luisa who stayed
loyally close by him, listening to his perorations of complaint, consoling
him with expensive treats and attending him with a patience that she’d
rarely, if ever, been able to summon for her husband or daughter."
From this point on, their relationship acquired a newly exclusive
charge, and by the following year D’Annunzio was writing to Luisa as
his cara amica, his ‘dearest friend’. Relations between them remained
technically chaste; Luisa was still unwilling to threaten the façade of her
marriage. Yet D’Annunzio’s account of a meeting that occurred in the
summer of 1912 suggests the sexual tension had become deliciously
palpable: ‘[Luisa] was supposed to leave for St Moritz [and] I was having breakfast alone with her. I think I already loved her. Without doubt
I wanted her as always. I had brought her a long brush, for her bath.
It was a way to touch her from afar, with magic fingers. The husband
walked in. The brush, wrapped in paper, was on the mantelpiece. He
took it in his hands. I don’t know what sort of redness stung my face.’#
The following July in Paris, D’Annunzio judged that his moment
had come. And as Luisa finally succumbed to his long campaign of
seduction, he celebrated by conferring on her the intimately erotic
nickname Coré. He’d long made a habit of assigning his favourite mistresses the names of classical goddesses – the athletic Marchesa Rudini
had been Nike, for instance – and the name Coré was taken from Kore,
the Greek goddess of the underworld.*
Luisa, having taken this momentous step in her relationship with
D’Annunzio – now her Gabriele – was delighted by the new identity
he’d conjured up. Although she had proposed the more mellifluous
French spelling of Coré, she believed that the name now affirmed her
as the dark goddess of D’Annunzio’s imagination. Indeed, as Gabriele’s
mistress she aspired to become his privileged muse. She imagined the

two of them rising to heights of creative fantasy and poetry together;
and it was for her a precious compliment when, early in their affair, he
told her that she had become a permanent presence in his mind and
senses, shaping the way he experienced the world: ‘I create [you] continually inside me, like yesterday at dusk beneath the trees, along the
water which was…more heavenly than the sky.’$
D’Annunzio’s own expectations of the affair were not, however, so
rarefied. He’d been lusting after Luisa’s body for years, and had imagined that once he overcame her reticence she would yield as gratefully
to his expertise as Eleonora Duse – who’d confessed that his lovemaking had turned her into an ‘addict’ – or Alessandra di Rudini, who’d
declared that until she met him she’d only ‘loved like a virgin, cold to
the desires of men’.%
It was to D’Annunzio’s credit as a lover that he did take pride in
bringing his women to orgasm, however callously he might treat them
in other ways. He was greedily curious about their bodies – the folds of
their vaginas, the hair of their armpits, the hidden softness of their feet.
At a time when the language of sex was largely closeted, he used it to
seductively blatant effect, writing in loving detail to one woman about
the velvety heat of her labia, begging another to ‘kiss my eyes, slowly
caress my lashes with your soft moist tongue’.& He took equal care with
the staging of his seductions, ensuring that the air was aphrodisiac with
lilies and incense and that every surface was a sensual crush of rose petals, cushions and fur. He liked his mistresses to wear high-heeled shoes
when they made love – it suited his fetish for tall women, especially during oral sex – while he himself favoured loose silk pyjamas and a liberal
application of cologne (a bespoke blend called Aqua Nuntia, which he
had specially bottled in vessels of fine Murano glass).
D’Annunzio had every reason to assume that this sexual theatre
would appeal to Luisa, who was always most comfortable when her
life was structured around ritual and stagecraft. Yet during the intense
three-week period in Paris when they came to know each other as lovers, she proved disappointingly erratic in her response. The occasions
when he most successfully overcame her physical inhibitions were in
fact those when their lovemaking acquired an edge of violence, and
despite his sexual experience, D’Annunzio was almost as alarmed as he

The name was also a reference to the Korai, a type of classical Greek statue
characterized by its androgynous form and enigmatic smile. Leon Bakst was also
fascinated by the Korai, which he considered emblematic of the ‘emancipated
hermaphrodite’ woman of the future. (Gioia Mori, ‘Luisa Casati: A Living Work
of Art’, from Fortuny Museum Catalogue, p. 7)
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was stimulated by this discovery. ‘I swear to you that I have no awareness of what happened’, he wrote to Luisa on 9 July 1913, ‘I only know
that I had the taste of blood in my mouth and that I ached with yearning the whole night long.’! In his diary he made cryptic notes of what
had occurred when an intimate dinner in the garden of a restaurant in
St-Germain-en-Laye had turned savagely heated: ‘the stinging kiss on
the neck, the mad return to the hotel, the red mark which she displays’.$
During that night of raw passion he encountered a new, abandoned
Luisa, calling out in ‘the unexpected confession of [her] pleasure’.
In memory of that night he began to call her his ‘Divine Marquise’,
a reference to the deviant writings of the Marquis de Sade.% But while
D’Annunzio had found a way to unlock Luisa’s shy, untutored sexuality, it still frightened her to lose control. She fought shy of his ardour,
and from the volatile tone of his frequent letters to her, it is clear that
their relationship was fraught with arguments and cross purposes from
the start. If Gabriele tried to force a moment of passion against her
will, Luisa became vehemently angry, the shock and offence in her
dark eyes matched by the force of her cries: ‘NO I don’t want it. Don’t
touch me.’ She was almost as antagonistic when he pressured her into
emotional intimacy. D’Annunzio had assumed that they would now be
seeing each other nearly every day in Paris and that Luisa, like most
of his mistresses, would delight in exchanging confidences and sentimental expressions of love; yet to his wounded surprise, she kept him
at a distance, refusing to commit to any plans beyond the moment and
disdaining any form of conventional romance.
D’Annunzio had reason to believe that Luisa loved him in her
own way. She had not only trusted her sexuality to him, but given him
glimpses of an innocent, childlike aspect to her personality, ‘a fresh…
smiling [Luisa]…a sweet creature hidden in the dark’. He adored the
sound of her laughter, ‘one of the beauties of this earth’.&' Yet still she
remained wary of letting him get close: her habits of shyness, selfpreservation, vanity, control and ego were too strongly ingrained to yield
to his demand for intimacy, and she could not bear the idea of the ‘great
mystery’ of their love being tainted by mundane familiarity. ‘If you would
be near to me, leave me,’ she urged, and she begged him to respect her
emotional privacy so that Coré’s ‘opaque exterior’ might remain intact.&&

Luisa was dictating the terms of the relationship in a way that
D’Annunzio had never expected, and she was doing so in language
that he himself had taught her. He promised to try and subdue the
‘profound trembling’ of his heart.&( Yet he remained frustrated and jealous. He tormented himself with images of what Luisa might be doing
when she was apart from him, envisaging her ‘in the arms of some professional dancer or…at a table with some witty important man’. He was
unable to prevent himself from begging for affection, and after one particularly harsh quarrel, when Luisa withdrew into an ‘atrocious silence’,
he cravenly sent letter after letter begging for ‘just one word’.&)
It was also bewildering to D’Annunzio that Luisa appeared so indifferent to the other women in his life. When they had begun their affair
in early July he was still deeply involved with his current mistress,
Nathalie de Goloubeff, a classically beautiful Russian with a lovely
singing voice whom he had no expectation of relinquishing, despite
the ‘trembling’ emotion he avowed for Coré. But Luisa didn’t seem
to care. She made no claim on Gabriele’s fidelity; apparently she felt
no jealousy, and so perversely detached was she as a mistress that at
the end of their first turbulent, exploratory three weeks together she
floored him completely by announcing that it was necessary for her to
leave Paris and move on to Venice, where she wanted to prepare for the
summer season.
Luisa was actually hoping that she might persuade D’Annunzio to
follow her. It had been his inspiration that had first sent her to Venice,
and she longed for him to admire the transformations she’d made to
her palazzo, the splendour of her menagerie and the scale of her parties (this was to be the summer of the Persian and the Pietro Longhi
balls). She probably wanted to show him off as her lover, too, for having
so carefully cast herself as a sexual transgressive in Venice it would be
gratifying to have D’Annunzio there with her, in person.
But he himself had good reasons for refusing. Engrossed by Luisa
these last three weeks, he’d neglected the writing of his new play, and
he feared that Venice would be too full of distractions for him to concentrate on his work. Even more problematic was the possibility that
in crossing back over the Italian border he might be apprehended by
creditors still hounding him for money. Although he tried to explain the
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danger of exposing himself to ‘pestering onlookers in Venice’,#$ Luisa
was unable to understand why he would allow himself to be subject to
such prosaic constraints. Rapidly the issue of Venice became a flashpoint: D’Annunzio was pained by Luisa’s refusal to forgo the season
for his sake, and she was equally pained by his failure to grasp that for
her, the summer parties were no less serious a vocation than his writing. When she declared her firm intention to leave at the beginning of
August, they quarrelled with a ferocity that D’Annunzio feared was terminal. Afterwards he scribbled a miserable note: ‘I telephoned several
times yesterday, hoping to slice through this stubborn and undeserved
silence. Are you leaving this evening? Are you leaving without seeing
me again? What will I do?’#%
Luisa had indeed left, and hoping to conciliate her, he sent a
vague promise of following her soon afterwards. On 4 August she telegrammed back with credulous delight: ‘What a joy. You can come to
Venice. I would be very glad.’#" Yet the days went by and D’Annunzio,
having ordered his bags to be packed for the journey, simply ordered
for them to be unpacked again. He genuinely believed it would be too
dangerous to act on his word and in the end, wearied by his vacillating emotions, he went instead to his summer refuge in Arcachon in
south-west France. Luisa, in her palazzo, grew impatient and lonely.
She sent a pleading telegram complaining that she was ‘so sad’ without her Gabriele, and that she longed for him to be beside her so that
together they could ‘watch the lagoon through the golden windows’.#!
He responded with letters of solicitously detailed ardour, assuring
her that he remained in thrall to her beauty, that the image of her body
was always with him, as was that of her ‘imperious, childlike’ face. Yet
now that he had gained some distance, D’Annunzio began to punish
and to play with Luisa. Barbs of accusation spiked his love: he claimed
that he would willingly have come to Venice if only she had allowed
him more intimate access in Paris. ‘Presence for you ruins everything,
destroys everything. So many times I have felt, beside you, that presence inevitably diminishes or falsifies me.’ More viciously, he accused
her of being incapable of true feeling: ‘If only Coré loved me. If only she
truly had a “delicate trace” upon her heart, a crack!’ With practised cruelty he informed her that she had only herself to blame for the fact he

was now consoling himself with other women, that he was compelled
‘once more into intolerable earthly promiscuity’.#&
Luisa was not equipped to parry this level of emotional manipulation,
nor did she trust her own writing skills. Although she liked to devote
elaborate care to the appearance of her correspondence, using gold or
coloured inks on highly embellished black notepaper, she had little
confidence in her powers of written expression. Where possible, she
restricted her letters to matters of fact. Her communications to Gabriele
during that summer were almost all by telegram, and many of them
were limited to a single line, a single observation that was almost poetic
in its literalness. One day she telegrammed to say ‘I have a fierce turtle
dove’; another, to observe that there had been a ‘Pure turquoise sky’.
But as D’Annunzio’s correspondence grew more bullying, she was
goaded into more artless and fulsome declarations of emotion: ‘Coré
is crying. You should never torment Coré. Words are useless. Come if
you love her.’#'
It was a cruelly unequal correspondence. D’Annunzio would follow
up a letter of vicious accusation with one of studiedly patient tenderness, claiming that all he wanted from her was an assurance of her
continuing love. When she received one such reprieve, her gratitude
was naked, almost self-abasing: ‘Grazie, grazie, grazie, amico caro,
Obbediro’, she replied (‘thank you, my love, I will obey’).() Yet days later
some fresh bitterness of spirit moved D’Annunzio to write a torrent of
accusations in which he railed against her ‘hard and frozen’ attitude.
The letter was harsh enough for him to send a second, begging Luisa
to ignore the first, but his warning came too late.(# Her response, even
though couched in protectively opaque language, was desolate: ‘Coré is
dead because she has dared to approach the gods. Her heart is asleep for
ever. We weep….Souls are impenetrable to other souls and we suffer.’((
This poignantly over-elaborate confession was a very rare acknowledgment of the alienation and loneliness that Luisa experienced, even
within the edifice of her fantasy life. It was an admission that she felt,
very deeply, the gulf between her own fugitive sense of self and the
ordinary world of emotional and social intercourse. Yet confidences
did not come easily to her and by 5 September, when she telegrammed
D’Annunzio again, Luisa had reverted to her usual concerns and her
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usual tone of impractical command. She promised him that if he could
finally come to her in Venice, ‘on the evening of the full moon’, he
would find her waiting for him, dressed in her Persian costume.
There is no evidence that D’Annunzio obeyed Luisa’s summons at
this late stage, but clearly he immersed himself in the fantasy of having
done so. For it was the image of Luisa in her ‘wide silvered trousers’,
her ‘corsages of pearls’, ‘splendid helmet [and] white feather plume’
that inspired the short story ‘La figure de cire’, which he would later write
and dedicate to her.
The bulk of the story would be written in 1922, but its prose was
charged with the savage emotional ambivalence that had marked the
lovers’ first summer together. On the surface, it was a flamboyant tribute to her beauty and to her pursuit of the aesthetic life; but in the
dark, dreamlike plotting of ‘La figure de cire’ lay all the violence of
D’Annunzio’s thwarted ego. There was a chilling, detached cruelty in
the way his narrator made love to the fictional Coré: he described her
vagina as ‘that other sombre mouth’), he triumphed in her orgasm as a
moment of death: ‘My heart stops. I have nailed her in the silver coffin.
The world vanishes.’ But there was even more explicit violence in the
way D’Annunzio elaborated the conventional metaphor of le petit mort
into a full-blown fantasy of murder.$%
The murder in the story pivoted around the wax figure of the title,
which was itself inspired by a collection of wax figures that Luisa had
begun to assemble around 1912–13. These were mildly macabre replicas of herself, which she liked to dress in garments and jewels identical
to her own. One was life-sized, with emerald glass eyes and a coppery
wig (during its construction Luisa had telegrammed to D’Annunzio,
‘The glass worker has given me two great green beautiful eyes like the
stars – do you want them?’).$& When Adolph de Meyer and his wife
dined at the palazzo one night Luisa was already seated at the table with
the replica by her side; and in the dim candelight, under the force of
their hostess’s wilful strangeness, it was momentarily impossible for
them to distinguish between the two figures.
Another of the wax pieces in her collection was an exquisite figurine
that she had commissioned from the young Russian artist Catherine
Barjansky; and for a while it became her favourite companion, taken to
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Luisa’s wax doll and miniature avatar,
created by Catherine Barjansky.

dress fittings at Poiret’s atelier or placed on the seat beside her when
she was driving her Rolls-Royce.*$'
Figures cast in wax were fashionable during the pre-war years, and
these replica Luisas became key props in the theatre she was constructing around herself. For D’Annunzio, however, they became emblematic
of Luisa’s baffling and frustrating behaviour as a mistress, her refusal to
yield him her body, her insistence on hiding behind the remote, unsullied image of Coré. In ‘La figure de cire’ all of D’Annunzio’s frustration
was channelled into the symbol of the wax dummy; and at the story’s

One other artist who worked in the medium was Lotte Pritzel, from whom
Luisa commissioned an 18-inch piece in which she was posed half naked, holding
a crystal ball. Also in Luisa’s collection was a life-sized dummy of Mary Vetsera,
allegedly cast just after the impressionable young baroness had been shot by her
lover. The dummy, with a bloody wound clotted on its temple, was taken out of its
cupboard at judicious moments to alarm unwary guests.
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surreal point of climax he had his narrator descend into such a perverse
delirium of love and hatred that he throttles the flesh and blood Coré, so
that the replica can permanently take her place: ‘I am not afraid – when
I strangle Coré, the Wax is always there….The Wax is alive as if the last
breath of the strangled woman passed into the frightening copy.’$%
D’Annunzio’s message to Luisa was brutal: if she demanded to be
loved as a work of art, then she could not be loved as a woman. Yet if
the story had been written to vent his bitterness, it had also reflected his
admiration and his need for Luisa – and this was ultimately all that mattered to her. When he wrote to her about the story in 1922 he gave her
eloquent credit for the role that she had played as his muse; he’d been
‘transfigured’ by the pain he’d suffered in loving her, and as a result had
been able to write with a new and ‘marvellous boldness of introspection’,
with ‘thoughts more real and potent than my very arteries’. Thanks to
Luisa’s inspiration, he believed he had written a story of rare ‘darkness
and brilliance’ – and when he finally allowed her to see it, she viewed its
murderous subtext simply as a tribute to their special understanding.*

clashing violently. But they had each recognized something irreplaceable in the other: D’Annunzio was uniquely, admiringly complicit in
Luisa’s mission to turn herself into art; she in turn provided him with
a bounty of literary inspiration and imagery. And as early as October
1913, when Luisa returned to Paris, they were clearly attempting to find
new terms by which their relationship could continue.
D’Annunzio expressed open delight in their reunion. ‘I have seen
so much of you…in this feverish solitude, that it seems almost unbelievable to see you again in reality’. A few days later he wrote: ‘How
you delighted me yesterday Coré. Like never before.’$& But they were
settling as much for companionship as passion; during Luisa’s stay in
Paris she was discussing with D’Annunzio the advantages of putting
her greyhounds into the same kennels that he used while she went with
him to consult a famous ‘sibyl’. She was also turning to him for help
with a legal ‘difficulty’ – almost certainly connected with her separation
from Camillo. And even though Gabriele’s love letters would occasionally revert to their former self-dramatizing demands, he seemed willing
to accept that this new relationship had been scaled down to something
‘perfect and pleasant’.$!
Key to D’Annunzio’s new mood of resignation was his understanding that Luisa’s provoking detachment was intrinsic to her mystique,
that he could not have one without the other. When he boasted to Robert
de Montesquiou about their relationship, he would claim that Luisa was
unique among his mistresses: ‘she possessed the gift of an omnipotent
knowledge of the masculine heart: she knew how to be or to appear,
incredible. She was in fact the only woman who ever astonished me.’$'
To his friend and biographer André Germain, he paid tribute to her
independence: she was, he claimed, the only woman he’d ever known
who was able to commit herself fully to the ‘inimitable life’, and the
only one capable of loving him without ‘a trace of bitterness’.
Yet while D’Annunzio could admire Coré’s vocation for beauty,
could even flatter himself that he had been a formative influence, he
remained fundamentally stumped by the mystery of who she really was.
Early in their affair he’d written, both as a compliment and a complaint,
‘There is in Coré a puzzle that cannot be solved except at a distance’ –
and for as long as he knew Luisa, he could never satisfactorily put the

*****
Just as D’Annunzio regarded ‘La figure de cire’ as his homage to Luisa,
he also cherished the small wax doll carved in her likeness that she’d
almost certainly given him as a gift. He claimed that it was imbued
with her magic and often, in his letters, it became a metaphor for their
relationship. When he wanted to admonish Luisa for being too elusive,
he would write that her avatar had melted, ‘no trace left, not even her
eyes’; when she was sweetly attentive to him he promised to treasure it
forever.* Their bond of love, sex and mutual support would always be
shifting its ground, as over the next two years they moved in and out
of each other’s lives, sometimes meeting with pleasure and sometimes

The story would not be published until 1935, as part of the autobiographical
miscellany 100 Pages of the Secret Life of Gabriele D’Annunzio.
D’Annunzio also had a wax collection of his own, and just after the war, when
he himself was living in Venice, he had a life-sized dummy made of himself which
he placed in the canalside window of his rented house in order be on constant view
to his public. (Lucy Hughes-Hallett, The Pike, p. 10)
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pieces of her personality together: the childlike innocent, the grandstanding egotist, the artistic soul.#$
The puzzle fascinated those who knew her far less well. The English
diarist Harold Acton met Luisa just after the war and claimed to be
hypnotized by her ‘chimerical beauty’ and ‘crystal-gazing eyes’. Yet as
he watched her in company, he found it impossible to work out whether
she was an extraordinary rarity or a brilliant fraud. ‘What was the real
essence of this creature? Was she aware of her continuous metamorphosis, or was she impenetrable to herself, excluded from her own mystery?
In her expressions how much was artifice, how much was spontaneity?’#%
So many of Luisa’s gestures seemed choreographed, so many of her lines
seemed rehearsed. On one occasion, when a guest complained about
the feral smell emanating from her pet monkey, Luisa’s response was
to toss a lilac blossom into its cage and, as she watched the animal tear
the flower into a hundred fragments, to rhapsodize, ‘Don’t you think that
is beautiful? Isn’t it like something in a Chinese painting?’ When Luisa
observed a rival socialite, the Princess Mananà Pignatelli, arriving at a
ball in a costume more gothically black than her own, she declared dramatically: ‘I am desolate. Dancing in this room I have just met a woman
who is much more dead than me.’ On such occasions it was impossible
to be sure whether Luisa was being serious, whether she was satirizing
herself, or just straining very hard for effect.
The young Russian artist Catherine Barjansky, who came to know
Luisa quite well during the creation of her wax figurines, was inclined
to take a critical view. From her account of their early meetings, it is
clear that Luisa had grown considerably in social competence; very little
of the tongue-tied, awkward young wife remained evident in the worldly
performer Barjansky encountered. ‘She had great charm, much imagination and regarded the world in an amusing and original manner.
It was never dull where she was.’
Yet the more Barjansky saw of Luisa, the less convinced she was by
the Marchesa’s performance: she noted the tight wires of tension in her
mannerisms, the restless way her ‘fingers played nervously with the
long hair of a jet-black Russian borzoi, lying at her feet’; the continuous
cigarettes she smoked through her long, diamond-studded holder.#" She
noted too that while Luisa liked to gossip, to be told what was ‘unusual

and interesting’ about the people she met, the relationships she formed
were peculiarly limited and rarely deepened into friendship. Harshly,
Barjansky formed the judgment that Luisa’s commitment to the aesthetic
life, so captivating to men like D’Annunzio, Montesquiou or Acton, was
simply an expression of the same innate superficiality. ‘She had an artistic temperament, but being unable to express herself in any branch of
life, she made an art of herself. Because she possessed no inner life nor
any power of concentration, she sought wild ideas in her external life.’##
It was difficult, of course, for Barjansky to guess that the studiedly
glamorous Marchesa might possess a struggling interior life. Luisa was
so ill-equipped at articulating her feelings that even D’Annunzio, who’d
known her so long, found it hard to read her emotions. But by 1913 she
was also becoming so used to living up to her public mask that, with
new acquaintances like Barjansky, she was far more inclined to show
off the ‘wild ideas’ and the surface glitter than to attempt the far more
difficult feat of opening herself up to social intimacies.
As Harold Acton would ponder, though, it was difficult to distinguish the performative from the involuntary in Luisa’s behaviour. She
was becoming known for the throwing of extravagant tantrums in
public places, her temper exploding if one of her carefully contrived
arrangements came under threat. When a hotel once failed to prepare
a suite of rooms exactly as she’d ordered, she hurled her jewelry out of
the window. When guests failed to participate in her parties as required,
she never hesitated to evict them. On one occasion, while wintering in
St Moritz, Luisa believed she had an arrangement to go on a carriage
ride with Prince Adalbert of Prussia (the third and most handsome son
of Kaiser Wilhelm ii). She dressed magnificently for him in diamonds
and furs, and when she saw him driving off with another woman, she
was so unable to contain her fury that she ordered her own driver to
overtake the couple and force them off the road. ‘The young man is very
handsome, but he has no taste!’ she was heard screeching. ‘He will end
up as a travelling salesman.’#&
What seems to have been absurdly, stagily bad manners on Luisa’s
part may, however, have been symptomatic of her atypical wiring.
Electric panic storms are typical of those with Asperger’s, who
describe feelings of invading chaos when the structure of their world
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is undermined. Even if Luisa had only a mild version of the disorder,
her response to a frustration or an obstacle was sometimes so extreme
that she appeared to be a helpless victim of her emotions, so lacking in
control that she was momentarily crazed.
But Luisa had also been given unusual licence to act out these melodramatic outbursts, for those who witnessed them tended to applaud
and enjoy them as part of the Casati legend. Luisa was rich, she was
remarkable, she was entertaining, and there were few who were inclined
to criticize her rudeness to her face. It’s possible to imagine other circumstances in which her behaviour might have been contained – if her
mother had still been alive, or if she had been married to a different
man. But performing her life on the stages she’d created, Luisa had
almost no one to set her any limits. Even if consideration and restraint
had come more naturally to her, they were qualities that her audience
neither expected nor required.
For Cristina, who was the principal victim of Luisa’s grandstanding
performances, there was little to applaud. As a teenager she continued
to feel excluded from her mother’s life, boarded out to a convent school
in France and spending most of her holidays with her aunt or in the
care of staff. Luisa herself had little idea of how to manage a growing
daughter, and the gestures she made towards parenting veered between
excessive strictness (she refused to let Cristina wear dresses appropriate to her age) and excessive laxity (during one of her daughter’s rare
visits to Venice, she sent Cristina out alone in the gondola with just the
cheetah for alarming company).
Yet in 1914, when Luisa and Camillo’s marriage ended in a formal
separation, Cristina would elect to remain in her mother’s custody.
However inadequate Luisa might be as mother, she had a powerful
hold over her daughter’s imagination, and the brief periods they spent
together provided what little colour and excitement Cristina could hope
for in her drab, restricted life. She looked forward to these interludes as
much as she feared them; and there was always the hope, too, that she
might find herself on the receiving end of one of her mother’s unpredictable flashes of sweetness and warmth.
When it suited her, Luisa could behave with devastating generosity. In Venice she became aware that Emilio Basaldella, one of her two

gondoliers, was suffering from a broken heart because the parents of
his girlfriend Italia had refused permission for them to marry. As soon
as Luisa was told of Emilio’s situation, she became determined to make
his cause her own. With unswerving persistence she sent a barrage of
notes to Italia’s family, praising Emilio’s character and promising her
financial support. When Italia and Emilio were finally married in the
spring of 1914, they swore never to forget her kindness; and years later,
when Luisa died alone in London, Emilio would be among the small
group of people who travelled to the funeral to mourn her.
Another grateful beneficiary of Luisa’s sympathy was the young
Arthur Rubinstein. The pianist had been in Rome in 1912 to promote
his career, and his friend Count Alexandre Skrzynski had promised to
introduce him to the city’s ‘most interesting and charming woman’,
the Marchesa Casati.$# Rubinstein chose not to inform Skrzynski at that
moment that he’d actually met Luisa before, in a bizarre encounter
in the library of a Munich hotel. Late one evening he’d gone into the
library where she had been resting alone in the semi-darkness. Startled
by his entrance, Luisa had sprung up from the couch, and the sight of
her huge dark eyes and wild halo of hair had in turn terrified the young
man, who’d given an involuntary scream.$% As he described the incident later, for one hallucinatory second he had thought he’d disturbed
a witch, or a demon.
But in Rome, when Rubinstein accepted an invitation for tea at
Luisa’s villa, he was very differently impressed. Her intelligence and
her personality struck him as ‘remarkable’ and she was overwhelmingly
eager to assist him, not only arranging for him to play at a private concert
but assembling an exceptionally discerning audience. ‘Aside from a
scattering of illustrious names, she had gathered the real intellectuals,
the real music lovers, the ones who are part of a concert public.’$& This
gesture of support represented a significant new direction in Luisa’s
aesthetic life, for even though her money and her energies would always
centre on her own performances, she was becoming interested in the
power that came from being a patron to others. A year or so after she
had helped Rubinstein in Rome she gave generous support to Roberto
Montenegro, the young Mexican painter whom she’d first met in a gallery on the Venetian island of Murano.
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Robert Montenegro’s c. 1912 sketch of Luisa,
which she had printed on her Christmas cards that year.

Montenegro recalled that he’d come to the gallery to purchase a distinctively shaped black vase when a tall, thin woman in furs and a veil
had made it clear to him that she was after the same piece. Through
an assistant the woman had communicated her willingness to buy
the artist whatever else he might like in the gallery if only he would
relinquish the vase. Intrigued by her urgency, Montenegro had agreed.
Luisa’s gratitude would give a boost to his career. She invited him to
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dinner, where she promised to introduce him to the director of Venice’s
Academy of Fine Arts. She also commissioned him to draw her, dressed
in her Persian costume and posed on the steps of her palazzo. And so
delighted was she with the result, a highly decorative drawing in the
manner of Klimt, that she had it printed on all of her Christmas cards
that year, thereby ensuring that his name became known to some of the
richest and most well-connected people in Europe.
Montenegro was now one of many artists who were benefiting financially and socially from Luisa’s patronage. By 1913 she had begun to expand
the scope of her portrait gallery, seeking out painters, photographers and
sculptors who would record the progress of her aesthetic life. She was
desperate for another Boldini portrait, and was inundating the artist with
hopeful photographs of herself costumed in Russian furs, harem pants
and veils that might inspire him. But as fond as he had become of Luisa,
Boldini was not willing to be her tame artist, and instead she had to turn
to the inferior but more willing talent of Alberto Martini.
During the years between 1910 and 1925 Martini became something
like a court painter to Luisa, paid an annual retainer by her and always
on hand to paint or draw as required. It was, he claimed, a wonderful
privilege. The Marchesa was a ‘great artist’, and he described how she
used to arrive at his studio in a state of heightened awareness, studying
herself in the mirror with ‘a focused even glance’ and then deciding
how he should portray her: ‘Give me a lion’s head’ she might announce
to Martini one day, ‘I see myself, I feel as if I am a lion.’ Another day it
might be a Medusa, or a butterfly, and the artist declared himself fortunate to be so intimate a conduit of Luisa’s imagination.*$!
Yet as willing as Martini was to defer to Luisa’s imagination, much
of what he committed to canvas or paper was disappointingly bland. He
was neither original nor independent enough as an artist to address the
more interesting aberrations of her appearance; his tendency was always

Martini produced over a dozen painted portraits of Luisa, as well as numerous
informal sketches. According to him, Luisa signed their contract with immense
style, ‘shining with byzantine majesty in a costume of gold and pale red [and]
twinkling with gems and pearls and shining crosses’. (Scot D. Ryersson and Michael
Orlando Yaccarino, Infinite Variety, p. 49)
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to smooth out the sharp jut of her cheekbones, to disguise her distinctively long upper lip, to veil the penetrating force of her gaze. Even when
Luisa herself wanted to appear dangerous – to pose as Cesare Borgia, in
a suit of armour and with a boa constrictor coiled at her feet – Martini
still contrived to make her look decorative, or merely pretty.
Perhaps Luisa perceived the problem. In 1914, one of Martini’s
portraits was selected for the Venice Biennale, the international art
exposition for which the city had become famous.* But while she triumphed in their joint achievement, when Martini attempted to profit
from it further by assembling all his Casati portraits for a public exhibition, Luisa refused permission. In a lofty volte-face from the position
she’d taken with Boldini back in 1909, she claimed that to court such
publicity would be vulgar. ‘What is fortune compared to the dignity of
art,’ she scolded Martini. ‘Nothing.’#"
Her ideas about portraiture were, in any case, beginning to expand.
She had recently posed for a quasi-Fauvist painting by Umberto
Brunelleschi in which she wore nothing but a pale-blue wig and blue
stockings and was accompanied by several rainbow-coloured animals,
including a lavender greyhound. Her gallery of portraits also boasted
some witchy pen-and-ink drawings by Hans Henning von Voigt, the
self-styled diabolist who called himself Alistair: and, most distinguished
of all, a series of expressionistically chiaroscuro photographs taken in
1912 by Baron Adolph de Meyer.
In these photographs, de Meyer had captured a potency in Luisa’s
presence that had eluded Martini. In one image he shot her face in deep
shadow, dramatizing the intensity of her kohl-ringed eyes; in another
she was leaning over the back of a chair, a long cheroot between her
fingers, her expression fixed in a mordant half-smile. De Meyer had
nailed both the force of Luisa’s charisma and the force of her will, and
D’Annunzio, when he received a copy of the photograph, recognized it

The Biennale of 1914 was a good one for Luisa. As well as the Martini portrait,
a rather etiolated wax sculpture of her by Prince Paolo Troubetzskoy was selected
for the main exhibition, while in the unofficial or ‘reject’ show down at the Lido were
two costume portraits by Guiglio de Blaas and a nude by Umberto Brunelleschi.
(Fortuny Museum Catalogue, p. 4)
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The unse$ling force of Luisa’s personality
as captured by Adolph de Meyer in 1912.

as the woman who had both tortured and enchanted him. Sententiously
he inscribed it with the words ‘Flesh is merely spirit betrothed to
Death’, and for the rest of his life he kept it prominently displayed in
his bedroom.
Another significant artist to put himself at Luisa’s service was Kees
van Dongen. The Dutch painter had begun his career as a rebel Fauvist,
but by the time Luisa met him in Paris in 1914 he’d begun to specialize
in more commercially erotic nudes. ‘I exteriorise my desires by expressing them in pictures,’ he asserted. ‘I love anything that glitters, precious
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stones that sparkle, fabrics that shimmer, beautiful women who arouse
carnal desire’ – and when he was approached, via a third party, with a
commission to paint Luisa, he acknowledged that she was exactly ‘the
type’ to arouse those desires. Van Dongen would paint Luisa at least
seven times over the next seven years, and with each portrait he would
dramatize and exaggerate her in a different way: as a veiled narcissist,
leaning towards her reflection in a mirror; as an Amazon astride a rearing horse; as a green mermaid rising from the Venice lagoon. And
during that period he embraced her not only as one of his favourite
models – ‘his naked sorceress’ – but also as his mistress.
Luisa had struggled during the early stages of her affair with
D’Annunzio, but having dared herself to sexual experiment, she now
felt emboldened to widen her experience. Camillo was not even a
symbolic obstacle, for he had become alienated by the scandal and discomfort of sharing Luisa’s life and had finally agreed that they should
part. Divorce was still impossible in Italy; but in early 1914 the two of
them met in Budapest and signed papers that not only formalized their
separation, but gave Luisa command of most of her inheritance and all
of her independence.
Back in Paris, van Dongen proved to be a very accommodating lover.
Tall and neatly bearded, with a pale, enigmatic gaze, he was far less
interested than D’Annunzio had been in possessing Luisa’s soul. He
was intrigued by her obsessions and he enjoyed her money, but he was
also content for the affair to develop on the terms she set. What Luisa
wanted from van Dongen was not so much physical passion as artistic
admiration: the climax of her pleasure was the desire and admiration
that she could see reflected in his discerning gaze as she undressed for
him and posed for him in the bedroom.
D’Annunzio may or may not have been imagining Luisa when he
described the sensually choreographed gestures of Isabella, the heroine
of his novel Forse che sì, forse che no: ‘slowly removing her glove, allowing the doeskin to slip over the light down of her arm…taking the pins
from her hat by raising her arms in an arc and letting the sleeve slip
down to the curly gold of her armpit’. This, however, was the kind of
performative sex at which Luisa had learned to excel, and although she
was never as promiscuous as she hoped her reputation would suggest,

it was with van Dongen that she embarked on an intensive and international period of experimentation, seeking out new lovers as well as new
artists across the cities of Europe.
Venice was only her home for the summer season. After late
September, peacock-feathered parasols and outdoor parties were rendered impossible by rains and tidal flooding, and also by the ghostly
enveloping caigi, the city’s notorious sea fogs. During the autumn and
spring Luisa routinely spent a few weeks in Rome, where, despite the
capital’s more sedate codes of behaviour, she could still find opportunities to perform. The young diplomat Gerald Tyrwhitt recalled a costume
ball at the British embassy in April 1913 where, dressed by Bakst as a
sun goddess, Luisa made her entrance escorted by Prince Lichtenstein,
two gold-robed ‘priests’ and the ever-present Garbi – who was keeping
control of two greyhounds and a white peacock, decorated for the occasion with a diminutive pearl necklace around its throat.
Between Rome and Venice, Luisa was also making impulsive trips
to Poland, Vienna, Munich, the Antibes and the island of Capri. Most
winters she went to St Moritz, where she decorated her hotel suites with
brocades and tiger skins and dressed herself in a parade of costumes
– ermine for sleigh rides, Russian furs and a Cossack hat for skiing.
These travels were a logistical nightmare for Luisa’s staff, since everywhere she went she took trunks filled with costumes and an expanding
panoply of props – pictures, ornaments, mechanical songbirds, books
on magic, crystal balls and also her growing menagerie of pets, which
now included a boa constrictor called Anaxagoras, travelling with her in
a large glass cage.
Luisa was passionately attached to all of her animals, and one reason she preferred to stay at the Ritz in Paris was the saintly tolerance
with which the hotel management accommodated her pets. Not only
did they provide for the animals’ different and often disgusting dietary
needs, but when Anaxagoras escaped from his cage and was found
coiled up in the bathroom of another guest, the episode was handled
with discreet efficiency.
Paris remained Luisa’s favourite city after Venice, and she went
there regularly, both to see D’Annunzio and to visit the atelier of Paul
Poiret, still her preferred couturier. She’d been wearing a pair of the
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latter’s signature jupe culottes on the afternoon that she had first met
Catherine Barjanksy, and initially the young woman had been shocked
by the anomalous glitter of Luisa’s appearance. Her long oriental trousers had been fastened around her ankles with diamond bangles, and
she was weaing high-heeled gold sandals, an antique lace chemise
(through which her small breasts were clearly visible), a powder-blue
cape trimmed with chinchilla and a priceless-looking array of pearl jewelry. Yet as Barjansky became used to Luisa, she realized that this kind
of artifice looked as natural on her as a tea dress might on another
woman. ‘The fantastic garb really suited her. She was so different…that
ordinary clothes were impossible for her.’$%
It was hard work, nonetheless, to be Luisa. The drops of belladonna
that Luisa used to dilate her pupils were making her eyes extremely
sensitive to light, and she would soon need to wear a protective veil
or an eyepatch during the day. She was also experimenting with enormously long false eyelashes and sticking strips of gummed black paper
around her eyes, adding to the discomfort of the wigs and masks, the
heavy props and period costumes she wore at night. Other women in
these years before the war were starting to liberate themselves from the
heavy, corseted clothes of their mothers’ generation; Luisa was wilfully
submitting herself to every kind of sartorial discomfort.
But it was worth the pain for the interest she aroused: from Robert
de Montesquiou, who painted her picture and squired her around Paris;
from Jean Cocteau, who declared to his mother that she was like ‘le
beau serpent du Paradis terreste’; and from Georges Goursat, the satirical cartoonist known as SEM, whose work was principally published in
the magazine L’Illustration. Although SEM’s cartoon of Luisa was a grotesque exaggeration, portraying her as a beanpole giant dancing with a
dwarfish-looking Boldini, she didn’t mind – it mattered only to her that
the artist had elevated her to his gallery of the rich, the celebrated and
the damned.
Even more gratifying, perhaps, was a request that came from Serge
Diaghilev in 1914, asking Luisa to perform as a guest with the Ballets
Russes. She’d been in Rome when de Montesquiou (who regarded himself as an intimate of Diaghilev’s) telegrammed to suggest that ‘If Mme
Casati would agree to take on immediately the role that was discussed

for her’ she would have ‘the opportunity of a sensational presentation’.$&
That presentation would obviously require minimal dancing, since
Luisa had no formal training. Yet she had acquired poise and grace
through all of her own public appearances, and in St Moritz during
the summer of 1912 she had given two informal dance performances,
both inspired by works from the Ballets Russes’ repertory, The Firebird
and Cléopatre.* She could certainly have carried off a mime-based role
with distinction.
According to the British hostess Mrs Hwfa Williams, who made it
her business to know everybody and everything, Diaghilev had wanted
to hire Luisa ‘for the sake of her marvellous silhouette’. Yet it was more
likely that her principal attraction was her notoriety. Diaghilev was
under constant pressure to expand his audience across Europe, and a
celebrity performer like the Marchesa Casati could be a useful box-office
draw. In 1928 he would make a similar offer to Lady Diana Cooper (formerly Lady Diana Manners), who by then had achieved her own fame
as an actress and an international socialite. Yet Luisa did not accept
Diaghilev’s invitation, and it’s not clear why. Perhaps she was reluctant
to make the commitment, even to so distinguished a company as the
Ballets Russes. Or perhaps she simply hesitated too long, and history
intervened before she was able to respond.$"
In early August 1914 Luisa was back in Paris and staying at the Ritz,
where the manager, Olivier Dabescat, was proving as accommodating as always – providing live rabbits and fresh meat for her pets, and
instructing his staff to work around her very antisocial hours. Luisa was
now living a quasi-nocturnal existence and would generally stay in bed
until mid-afternoon, ringing for breakfast at a time when the rest of the
guests were taking tea.
When she awoke on 3 August, however, she found herself distressingly and inexplicably unattended. No one responded when she rang
for her breakfast tray, and when she tried to summon the hotel’s magnificently gilded lift to take her down to the dining room, there was no

In the former she wore a Bakst costume similar to that which he’d designed
for Fokine’s 1910 ballet; in the latter she performed a version of the ‘danse persane’
arranged for her by a professional ballet master.
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attendant to answer her call. Forced to walk downstairs and investigate,
Luisa discovered that the management was occupied by far graver concerns: France and Germany had declared war, the rest of Europe looked
likely to follow, and already several of the Ritz’s staff were being mobilized to join the army.
Luisa was utterly unprepared for this development. Even though
political tensions had been mounting across Europe, as a bellicose
Germany tested the nerve of the other major powers, few had expected
war to break out so soon; and Luisa, living at such a privileged tangent
from reality, had ignored all the signs. Her reaction on hearing the news
was one of pure selfish terror that the world she’d constructed for herself
would be violated and destroyed. So extreme was her panic that Catherine
Barjansky, who also happened to be at the Ritz, claimed she’d found the
Marchesa convulsed by fits of hysterical screaming. ‘Her red hair was
wild. In her Bakst-Poiret dress she suddenly looked like an evil and helpless fury, as useless and lost in this new life as the little lady in wax.’"#
Barjansky’s response to Luisa’s hysterics was initially contemptuous. All over France, women would be sending lovers, brothers or
husbands off to fight at the Front, while it was clear that all Luisa cared
about was the disruption to her own concerns. Yet Barjansky could
also acknowledge that Luisa’s despair was genuine. For the past four
years she had dedicated herself to art; she had re-fashioned herself
and her surroundings into the mise en scène of her imagination. Now,
as Barjansky observed, ‘War had touched the roots of life. Art was no
longer necessary.’ And without art, Luisa was terrified that she might
herself become nothing.

CHAPTER 4

‘The decrepit house of Coré has even more the appearance of an
enchanted ruin. The cypresses overlook the great poles from which
the carpets of virgin vines hang. From that stairway…on a fullmooned summer’s evening that seems so long ago, a masquerade
once came out, led by a white Harlequin who carried a blue parrot
on her shoulder and one of those little panthers on a leash…’$
When Gabriele D’Annunzio came back to Venice in October 1915 he
was serving as a commander in the Italian air force, and he found the
city much changed by war. He’d rented a modest house, the Casetta
Rossa, which lay on the opposite bank of the canal to Luisa’s palazzo,
and when he looked out of his window he liked to imagine the parties
that had so recently been staged there – ‘the wigged servants…with their
golden lanterns’, and Luisa in all her many guises. Now, however, the
Venier palazzo was shuttered up; an autumnal mist hovered dankly,
and the only signs of life were the seagulls that flew over the palace
roof, looking to D’Annunzio like ‘large pale supple hands repeatingly
rearranging a pearly veil’.%
Luisa was sitting out the war in Rome. The last time she’d visited her
palazzo had been in June 1914 when, still innocent of the impending
international crisis, she’d been making her preparations for the forthcoming season. If war had been the last thing on her mind, it seems
to have been of equally little concern to the summer visitors who were
already flocking to Venice in record numbers. As the writer and local
historian Gino Damerini sardonically reported, 1914 was expected to
be an exceptional year for the tourist industry, and the city was bracing
itself for a more than usually strident season of ‘nudist exhibitionism,
hedonist wildness, carnivalesque fancies and pretentious elegance’.#
When war was announced, however, the impact on Venice had
been immediate. Rumours of closed borders, frozen bank accounts and
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mobilizing troops had sent the tourists scuttling for home, and Damerini
wrote that it was as though ‘[all] the illuminations, the silk, the jewels,
the kaleidoscopic game of devil-may-care sophistication [had] vanished,
as though sucked away by a whirlwind.’ In May 1915, when Italy finally
committed itself to the conflict, Venice was even more starkly transformed. Airbases and military camps were built close by the city, ready
to launch attacks on Austrian-controlled territories across the border;
blockades were erected across the larger canals, and gun batteries were
installed on the Lido. Roof terraces that had once been fragrant with jasmine were armoured with searchlights and sirens. Public monuments
disappeared under piles of sandbags, art treasures were put into storage, the angels on the Basilica were covered in sackcloth and most of
the hotels were converted into hospitals. At night Venice was almost
deserted, as the enforced blackout made the city treacherous to navigate; the tiny alleyways were impenetrably dark, the contours of canals
marked only by the faint glimmer of stone that edged the bridges.$
Austrian bombing raids began early, and hammered the city so hard
that the American resident Ralph Curtis felt ‘the whole city shake on its

piles’. Casualty figures were mercifully low, with only fifty-four deaths
and less than a hundred seriously injured. Yet the raids inflicted terrible
damage, not only on the city’s historic treasures (the beautiful Tiepolo
ceiling of the Chiesa degli Scalzi was destroyed during an attack on the
nearby train station), but also on its morale. The people of Venice were
battered and traumatized, and many of them were hungry. In 1917,
when Austrian forces advanced to within thirty miles of San Marco,
many fled the city in terror.
Luisa herself would make one or two visits to Venice in order to see
D’Annunzio, but she did not open up her palazzo, nor did she remain
in the city long enough to witness much of its devastation. During
the entire four years of the conflict, in fact, she remained almost as
detached from the war as it was possible to be. For many women, these
years would be gruelling but transformative. Historic numbers of them
would gain their first taste of independent employment: they would volunteer as nurses, drive ambulances and trains, dole out food in factory
canteens, take jobs in the police force, engineering and law. Even among
Luisa’s circle, several women would volunteer for the war effort – Ida
Rubinstein serving as a Red Cross nurse (albeit in a uniform designed
by Bakst), and Misia Sert, a friend of Diaghilev, driving wounded soldiers to hospitals (albeit in her own smart Mercedes).
Luisa, however, had neither the aptitude nor the interest for war
work – she would have been a liability on any hospital ward. Instead,
as the war cast its pall over costume balls and ballets, as Poiret closed
down his atelier to aid in the production of military uniforms, she
drifted around France and Italy in search of company. She went down
to Nice to visit Boldini, who’d retreated there from Paris; she was briefly
in Venice during early 1915, and then in Sorrento to see her friend,
the Princess Soldatenkov. During her travels she sat for several portraits, including a ghoulish drawing by Gustav-Adolf Mossa in which
she appeared as a disembodied head, and a more conventional oil by
the American society painter Mrs Louise Cotton. If her life was less
crowded now, it was not unpleasant – she was a citizen of a neutral
country, and she had sufficient money to buy her way around whatever
inconveniences and restrictions the war imposed. But when Italy finally
entered the war on the side of the Allies in May 1915, Luisa’s freedom

Venice in 1915: a city at war.
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of movement was curtailed. She returned to her villa in Rome, where,
she assumed, she would wait out the rest of the war in an artistically
moribund exile.
Entirely unexpectedly, however, the next three years turned out to
be one of the most productive, absorbing periods of Luisa’s life, bringing her new friends and projects and also rekindling her affair with
D’Annunzio. Initially the war had been a divisive issue between them,
for as doggedly as Luisa had tried to ignore it, D’Annunzio had embraced
it with bellicose fervour. In Paris in August 1914, he exulted at the sight
of French soldiers massing in the streets and campaigned feverishly for
Italy to join them, regarding war as a crucible in which his nation might
regain its former greatness. On 4 May 1915 he finally broke his long
exile from Italy and, backed by a battalion of soldiers from the Italian
volunteer force, returned home as a demagogue for war.
Along the route to Rome he held mass rallies, making speeches in
which he denounced the Italian government and cast himself as the
‘demon of tumult’ who would cleanse the nation of its pacifist ‘turds’.#
Fanatical and gaudy, his speeches drew crowds of up to forty thousand, and while it was the promise of territorial rewards that officially
persuaded Italy to join the fight against Germany and the AustroHungarian empire, D’Annunzio would regard it as one of the triumphs
of his life that less than three weeks after he’d begun his own campaign,
Italy was at war.
Now that her lover was being hailed as the nation’s warrior poet,
Luisa willingly allied herself to his cause. Typically, and preposterously,
her one contribution to Italy’s war effort was to meet with him on the
Appian Way just outside Rome and conduct a series of magic midnight
rituals in aid of victory. By now, her fixation with the supernatural had
deepened from a hobby into a faith. She never travelled without her
fetish objects and her books of magic, she retained fortune-tellers on
her staff for private consultations, and her most prized possession
was a crystal ball given to her by D’Annunzio. He, while less credulously committed, was happy to believe in the theatre of the occult; and
during that night of 20 June 1915, as the two of them chanted spells,
consulted magic books and stuck pins into wax figures, they were Coré
and Gabriele to each other once more.
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D’Annunzio the warrior poet and aviator, preparing
to fly a mission with his co-pilot Ermanno Beltramo (1915).

For the next three years, Luisa continued to cast herself as
D’Annunzio’s wartime helpmeet and muse. Even though the fifty-twoyear-old writer was technically too old for service and had no military
training, he’d been determined to fight for his country, and during the
next three years he managed to advance his career from official speechmaker to the troops, to a commanding post on the Venetian airbase that
had been built at one end of the Lido.
Flying had long been D’Annunzio’s passion. He was among the first
civilians in Italy to pilot one of the new propeller-driven air machines,
and for him the experience of spiralling, godlike, through weather and
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cloud formations was the ultimate expression of the Nietzschean ego.
Now, as an aviator with the Italian air force, an Icarus of war, he prided
himself on his fearlessness. He dressed and groomed meticulously for
every mission, and despite being half blinded during one accident in
1916 he returned to his vocation. In May 1917 his courage was acknowledged with the command of his own squadron – which he named
La Serenissima, after his beloved city. When he risked almost certain
death by flying all the way to Vienna to drop propaganda leaflets over
the city, Italy declared him a hero and even the Austrians admired his
valour, declaring they had not a single leader to equal his daring.
There were, as always, many eager women to tend and worship
D’Annunzio during his wartime career, to admire his medals and his
military honours (he was eventually promoted to Lieutenant Colonel).
But Luisa reserved a special role for herself. When she was unable to
see her Gabriele in the flesh she wrote to him assiduously, promising
to keep alight their shared vision of the ‘inimitable life’. It had mattered very much to her that when D’Annunzio was convalescing from
his injuries in Venice she’d been prevented from joining him, or even
writing to him, by an injury of her own. She’d broken her arm in an
awkward fall, and as D’Annunzio lay in his darkened bedroom at the
Casetta Rossa, hallucinating from the pain of his damaged right eye,
Luisa frantically commandeered her friends and acquaintances in
Rome to send messages on her behalf.
D’Annunzio was moved by her attentiveness, and fantasized freely
about a time when they could be together again. Towards the end of
October 1917, when he was travelling to one of the most critical battles
of the war close to the border town of Caporetto, he experienced such a
powerful urge for Luisa’s company that he was tempted to make a detour
all the way south to Rome. He had to invoke the name of Eleonora Duse
(whom he’d now cast as his guardian saint) in order to control himself,
recording simply in his diary ‘The temptation to see her [Luisa] at night.
Then self denial.’
Evidently they met soon afterwards, since D’Annunzio wrote from
a frozen battlefield in December 1917 to thank her for the night they’d
spent together. The weather outside was brutal – he’d had to cover his
face with petroleum jelly to protect it from the wind – but he assured

her that it was the memory of Coré that kept alight his determination to
triumph over the enemy (‘ora voglio vivere per vincere’) and he signed his
letter with a lover’s passion:
‘I kiss your sublime eyes so tenderly.
Ten-der-ly’#
By April 1918 D’Annunzio was back in Venice, comforting himself
with images of Luisa in her palazzo and begging her to write, even to
send ‘a cabalistic sign’ of her love.$ This combination of wartime ardour
and heroics was a mutually flattering extension of the artistic life to
which they’d dedicated themselves, but nonetheless it absorbed only
fragments of their time. D’Annunzio, as always, was running several
concurrent affairs, as well as speechmaking and commanding his
squadron; Luisa too was involved with her own lovers, and her own
creative activities in Rome.
War had brought a new energy to the Italian capital. Because the battle lines were still distant, the population was able to enjoy a semblance
of peacetime existence – there were no blackouts, no threats of enemy
fire. And as other great cities were barricaded, rationed or bombed,
some of the cultural life of Europe shifted naturally to Rome.
At the centre of the city’s artistic life were the Italian Futurists. Several
of them, including their leader Marinetti, were serving in the army,
and it was impossible for them to sustain the movement at its pre-war
pitch (back when the Futurist message ‘We want no part of it, the past’
had been splashed over giant billboards across Italy, and Marinetti had
embarked on the stream of manifestos that would apply his iconoclastic
logic to everything from poetry to cooking). But the artists, composers
and writers of Futurism remained committed to their cause, and during
the summer of 1915 when Luisa was back in Rome with little to occupy
her, she found herself being co-opted as their wartime patron.
It may, ironically, have been D’Annunzio who helped to broker this
new association. Before the war he had been cast by the Futurists as
an enemy, a relict of the decadent past; now, however, he was linked to
Marinetti and his followers by their shared enthusiasm for war. It was,
they declared, ‘the world’s only hygiene’, and like D’Annunzio, they had
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made a religion out of the blood, mud and machinery of battle. Luisa,
already converted by Gabriele to the philosophy of war (if nothing else)
was now very drawn to Marinetti, and in Rome she became his acolyte,
his patron and very probably his lover.
Putting herself at the service of the Futurists, Luisa began to host
parties for them and to support their wildly various endeavours in
painting, music, puppetry and cinema (she may even have been the
inspiration for Anton Giulio Bragaglia’s film Thaïs, since its heroine not
only looked very similar to her but was framed on screen by an esoteric
assortment of peacock feathers, incense burners and exotic clutter).
Most importantly, Luisa started to collect Futurist art. Until now,
her purchases had largely been confined to her own portraits, but in
Rome she developed a more disinterested appreciation. She was greatly
attracted by the clashing colours, the explosive energies of Futurist
artists like Umberto Boccioni, Carlo Carrà, Alexander Archipenko,
Giacomo Balla and Luigi Russolo; and as her tastes grew bolder, so did
her buying habits. By 1918 the journalist Eugenio Giovannetti (who
wrote as Satyricon) would describe Luisa as one of Italy’s leading collectors of 20th-century art, and a guardian angel of innovation. ‘She is, in
the eyes of the public at large, the spirit protector of all the cubists and
futurists and avant-gardists of all colours and races.’%
All this marked a new shift in Luisa’s engagement with visual art –
promoting work for its own sake, rather than as a means of enhancing
her image. Only a few of the Futurist pieces that she purchased were
representations of herself, and they had little in common with the flatteringly decorative or decadent portraits of her pre-war gallery. Balla’s
three portraits of Luisa, for instance, were radically different in both
technique and affect: the pen-and-ink drawing La marchesa Casati con
levriero e pappagallo was like an abstract diagram of her elusive personality, the solid shapes of her body unravelled into a cobweb of interlacing
lines. In Fluidità di forze rigide della marchesa Casati she was a force field
of geometric shapes; in the wood and cardboard bust he constructed she
became a kind of Cubist toy, with black mica eyes that could be made
to open and shut by turning a small heart-shaped handle. When the
bust was exhibited in public, spectators found it hilarious, but Marinetti
admired it greatly and acquired it for his personal collection.

Although there is no hard evidence to substantiate the stories that
Luisa and Marinetti were lovers, they were certainly close. The Futurist
leader visited 51 via Piemonte regularly when he was on leave, or when
he was recovering from battle injuries; and as he recalled in his 1921
memoir L’alcova d’acciaio, he always found Luisa a luxurious consolation. War had made no impact on the life of the villa, whose rooms
remained fragrant with incense and flowers and whose guests were
catered to by a startlingly large staff, including Garbi – now dressed in
formal tails, and always on hand with a tray of cocktails.
War had also done nothing to subdue Luisa’s appearance. Marinetti
recalled that he would arrive at her villa with his mind still churning
from the ‘onslaught’ of the battlefield, but the sight of Luisa would act
like an ‘onslaught’ to his senses, dislodging all thoughts of war. With
the ‘stormy waves of red hair cascading around [her] face’, with her
features made strange in the moonlight ‘like a bleached tiger’ and with
the cloud of perfume released by the ring on her little finger which had
‘a microscopic incense holder’ attached, Luisa represented for Marinetti
a perfect Futurist synergy of sensation.
Far from condemning Luisa for maintaining the artifice of her daily
life, Marinetti celebrated her as a warrior against mediocrity and convention. When he watched her play with the parrot Abracadabra, he
visualized her as a Futurist painting: ‘The screams of the parrot tie the
colours of his feathers to the red of the Marchesa’s hair to the black
of her eyes and of her nostrils, to the blood red of her mouth…’. He
believed that her obsession with costume made her one of Italy’s ‘most
original national products’; that her ‘astounding creation of bizarre oddity and dandyism’ had placed her ‘sensationally [ahead of ] all that Paris
can offer’.& He also complimented her for developing a most ‘impassioned understanding’ of his own Futurist beliefs, and later he would
make a point of crediting her role in keeping his movement alive in
Rome during the three and a half years of war.
So keen was Marinetti to adopt Luisa as a Futurist that sometime
during 1915 he ordered an early 1910 portrait of himself to be rededicated to her. The artist, Carlo Carrà, had painted the writer at his desk
surrounded by a maelstrom of geometric forms, but in this reworked
version a note was added to the desk that read: ‘I give my portrait painted
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by Carra to the great Futurist Marchesa Casati with the languid satisfied
eyes of a panther that has just devoured the bars of its cage.’
All this was the public rhetoric of Marinetti’s relationship with
Luisa, but in his memoir he presented a more intimate picture. He had
come to know and love her well enough to observe the nervousness
that twitched at the edges of her social manner – ‘the circular spiraling
arabesques of her mute gaze’, the bursts of ‘spasmodic laughter…out of
keeping with the sense of her words’. He wrote about her with tenderness as well as with an eye for the Futurist flourish; and it is from this
memoir, too, that we get an image of Luisa in wartime Rome, animated
to a bright, childlike excitement by all the ideas and artistic currents that
were stirring around her.
It wasn’t only the Futurists who were filling Luisa’s life with the rush
and clamour of creative interest; Serge Diaghilev, along with several
of his close associates, also came to live and work in Rome between
the autumn of 1916 and the spring of 1917. The outbreak of war in
Europe had come close to destroying Les Ballets Russes, cutting the
company off from many of its former theatres and sources of funding,
and Diaghilev had retreated to Rome to try and regroup his operations.
As Luisa renewed her acquaintance with the great impresario she
was happy to see him approach several of her favoured Futurists as
potential designers, among them Fortunato Depero. She had developed
particular closeness to Depero, having modelled for him several times
and very possibly been his mistress. She may even have been a trigger
for the artist’s imagination when he was given his first design commission by Diaghilev, for the proposed ballet Il giardino zoologico was based
on a surreal story about a group of animals who escape from a Paris
zoo, and the equally bizarre escapades of Luisa’s own pets may well
have been in Depero’s mind’s eye as he worked.*
Also in Rome as members of Diaghilev’s inner circle were Jean
Cocteau and the young choreographer Léonide Massine, who were
collaborating on the ballet that Diaghilev planned to be the most

astonishing production of his career. It was titled Parade, and it was to
be advertised as the world’s first Cubist ballet – not only because of the
jumbled, disjointed logic of its storyline (centred on a motley cast of
circus performers) but also because it was to be designed by the world’s
most prominent Cubist artist, Pablo Picasso.
Luisa was thrilled when Picasso himself joined Diaghilev in Rome.
The artist had so far eluded her social reach, and determined to make
an impression, she held a dinner for him on 2 April. It was so preposterous a contrast to the shell-shocked Paris that Picasso had recently
left that he retained a precise visual memory of it for the rest of his life.
Forty years later he could still recall the footmen in their 18th-century
livery who’d thrown copper filings onto the dining-room fires in order
to turn the flames green; the massive boa constrictor that had lounged
in golden coils on a polar bear skin rug; the parrot Abracadabra, perched
on Garbi’s shoulder; and above all, the startling appearance of Luisa
herself, dressed in a pearl-embroidered gown with a stiff Elizabethan
ruff and a neckline that plunged to her navel.
Luisa may have been hoping that she and her costume would inspire
Picasso to a portrait. If so, she was disappointed.* But as a hostess she
could claim one compensating success in the impression created by one
of her other guests: the Chinese ambassador to Rome. His traditional
Mandarin robes and his formal Mandarin manner so fascinated Picasso
that he used the ambassador as a model for one of the lead characters in
Parade, a mysterious and slightly sinister Chinese conjurer.
There was a buzz in Rome now that the Ballets Russes were in
town. Diaghilev himself was everywhere, ‘eccentrically rouged with an
enormous chrysanthemum in his buttonhole’, and there was a sense
of things being made, of creative alliances being formed.!" Picasso was
very interested in the marionette ballets that were Depero’s special
invention: productions in which wood and plastic figures were set
in choreographed motion against a sequence of bright avant-garde
backdrops, and in which Depero made inventive experiments with perspective and scale. Picasso would borrow from Depero when he came to

Diaghilev had been attracted to Futurism even before the war, making contact
with Italian artists and also with their Russian equivalents, Natalia Goncharova and
Mikhail Larionov. The Depero ballet, however, would never see the stage.

She did, however, model for Goncharova and Larionov, the two Russian
Futurists working with Diaghilev.
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create the towering Cubist structures worn by the rival circus managers
in Parade, and he certainly enlisted Depero’s help in constructing them.
Meanwhile, another of Luisa’s friends, Gerald Tyrwhitt, was helping
paint the ballet’s sets; he was quietly triumphant over the fact that after
he’d taken Picasso to see a ‘tiny dirty’ music hall near his home, the
artist had used the theatre’s quaint interior as a visual source for the
ballet’s drop curtain.
For Luisa, this creative to-ing and fro-ing presented a novel spectacle
of collaboration. Her own artistic pursuits – posing for painters and
orchestrating parties – were mostly solitary endeavours, and she seems
to have begun hankering after a more collective project. Another recent
arrival in Rome was Misia Sert, who had long been a friend, adviser
and patron of Diaghilev’s. He was seeking Misia’s guidance now over
Parade – which she’d warned might be too contentious for a wartime
audience – and as Luisa noted the influence Misia wielded, she wondered how she might emulate her. Given the power of her own money,
her tastes and her contacts, Luisa considered that she too might merit a
place within the impresario’s inner circle.
To that end she organized an evening of new ballets to be performed
at her home and invited Diaghilev as guest of honour. Two of the works
in the programme, Macchina tipografica and Intervenzione meccanica,
had been conceived by Marinetti and their choreography was surely too
minimal and too mad for the impresario to take seriously. But they had
sets and costumes by Balla, whom Luisa was keen to promote as a stage
designer; and she had very real ambitions for the third work of the evening, which was Massine’s setting of Satie’s Les Gymnopédies. The spare,
limpid beauty of this piano score was unlike any music Massine had
used; and Luisa had high hopes that the ballet – presented, promoted
and probably funded by her at via Piemonte – might be taken into the
repertoire of the Ballets Russes.
In fact Diaghilev did not act on anything that he saw. None of
the works were developed for the stage and Balla did not receive a
design commission.* Nor did the impresario request any further input

from Luisa, for in his mind her value was already well established.
The Marchesa was simply one of his key female patrons who brought
glamour and publicity to his company. In Rome her most important
function would be attending the gala premiere of his other new ballet,
Les Femmes de bonne humeur (a clever comic pastiche of 18th-century
Venice choreographed by Massine), and adding her lustre to other
famous guests like Eleonora Duse and the novelist Colette.
Luisa was never to become more than a fabulous but essentially
peripheral ornament for Diaghilev. In late April, when the company
was finished in Rome, she did not join them as they toured on to
Naples and Florence; nor did she attempt to go to Paris for the muchanticipated premiere of Parade. Instead she acted on a curious and
potentially hazardous impulse, and travelled to Peru.
It’s not at all clear why Luisa wanted to go to South America. Perhaps
her curiosity was piqued by the fact that the Ballets Russes were planning a tour there later that summer; or perhaps she had a whim to see
the great Russian ballerina Anna Pavlova, who was currently performing in the region. The sole report of her visit was an appearance she
made at the Teatro Municipal in Lima for Pavlova’s final show where,
according to one observer, Luisa created almost as much of an impression as the ballerina herself, arriving in her box in a gold-coloured gown
matched by a towering black and gold feathered headdress.
If Luisa had simply travelled to see Pavlova dance, it was one of
her most capricious decisions. South America had remained neutral
during the war, but it was dangerous and difficult to travel there nonetheless. Sea passages from Europe were hard to acquire, now that most
available vessels had been commandeered for military and cargo use.
Luxuries were scarce, even for first-class passengers, and there was the
ever-present threat of German U-boats patrolling the Atlantic. Yet Luisa
had a habit of courting risk whenever she was bored or unhappy; and
once the Ballets Russes had left Rome, the city must have felt suddenly
empty to her. Certainly when she returned from her Peru trip, it was to
a far less colourful and purposeful life.
There were creative distractions: one afternoon in July Marinetti
dashed off the latest of his manifestos, Manifesto della danza futuristica,
at Luisa’s villa, and in acknowledgment of their recent ballet-inspired

Although a Massine Gymnopédies ballet would eventually be performed by the
company, it would be a different and much later work.
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endeavours, he dedicated it to her.* During the months that followed
she remained busy as the Futurists’ ‘ambassador’, featuring in several
of their artworks, including Balla’s Injections of Futurism. In April 1918
she hosted a party to mark the premiere of Depero’s latest marionette
show, I Balli plastici. From time to time D’Annunzio blazed into town,
bringing his unique whiff of sulphur and heroism. Yet morale in Rome
was sinking as the Italian army suffered a series of catastrophic defeats.
By the time the war was grinding out its final few months, Luisa believed
the city had nothing left to offer. She was impatient now to move on to
the next phase of her aesthetic life.

Meanwhile she would travel elsewhere, and during the immediate postwar period, one of her regular destinations was London. It was perhaps
a surprising choice, given that the city was no less diminished than
Venice, its spirit battered by four years of rationing, by German Zeppelin
bombs and by the virulent Spanish flu epidemic now sweeping across
Western Europe. She may have been drawn there by the Ballet Russes,
who’d taken up semi-permanent residence in London since the autumn
of 1918, but she may also have been invited by Gerald Tyrwhitt, who,
having recently inherited a baronetcy and a modest amount of wealth,
had abandoned diplomacy and returned home.
Gerald, now Lord Berners, had been a reliably amusing companion to Luisa in Rome. He was a complicated personality, protecting his
chronic shyness and his black depressions behind a veneer of ironic
English conservatism; but he was also a man of mercurial talents,
a witty, fluent writer, a painter of charming landscapes and a composer
of real originality. Like Luisa, he possessed a vein of theatrical eccentricity that he learned to cultivate to great effect. One of his odder habits
was putting on a grotesque mask while driving around the countryside, both because he liked to frighten the local children and because he
claimed to have become ‘very bored’ of his own face.
Luisa saw Gerald often in London, where she was introduced to his
extensive network of friends, among them the clever Sitwell siblings
and the wickedly ‘fast’ Daisy Fellowes. After Gerald bought a country
house in Berkshire for himself and his mother Julia, he also invited
her there – although there was some deliberate mischief in his motive.
Gerald was not fond of his mother, whom he regarded as a grim embodiment of English complacency and philistinism, and early in 1921 when
Luisa appeared at Faringdon with a new admirer (an effetely exquisite
youth called Marquis Don Ranieri de Bourbon del Monte) and with her
pet boa constrictor Anaxagoras coiled up in his travelling cage, Gerald
happily expected Julia to be horrified.
His hopes were further raised when Luisa appeared for supper in
tight white satin trousers and wearing two-inch-long false eyelashes –
a hothouse vamp amid the faded chintz and fussiness of his mother’s
furnishings. But far from being fazed by her new guest, Julia was highly
entertained. ‘I liked her so much better than your other foreign friends,’

*****
Ironically, peacetime seemed at first to diminish rather than expand
Luisa’s options. She was once again drifting away from D’Annunzio,
who, unwilling to relinquish his role of warrior poet, had found a new
cause to fight for in the city of Fiume, today known as Rijeka. After
the war the Allies had promised to give control of the Dalmatian port
to Italy, but they had reneged on the agreement and instead handed
it over to the newly created state of Yugoslavia. D’Annunzio became
obsessed with the idea of taking back control of Fiume himself, and
when he wrote to Luisa from Venice in January 1919 his letter was full
of preparations for his war, his personal fitness regime and his plans for
mustering his ‘troops’.
He suggested that Luisa might join him, reminding her that he
missed her and rhapsodizing about the beauty that Venice had acquired
during the war: noble, melancholic and free of the ‘international hordes’.
But Luisa had no interest in Venice – yet. The shell-damaged buildings and exhausted, unhappy population had no appeal for her, and
she actively preferred to wait until the international hordes returned.

This was the least serious of the manifestos, amounting to little more than a
rhetorical squib in its demand for a new, industrial style of choreography that would
‘pay assiduous court to steering wheels, ordinary wheels and pistons…and make way
for the fusion of man with machine’. It would have little impact on the dance world
– when Diaghilev became interested in a mechanistic style of choreography in the
mid-1920s, he was influenced far more by Russian Constructivism.
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she told Gerald afterwards, and she particularly enjoyed the novelty of
playing host to a snake. Like all boa constrictors, Anaxagoras did not need
to be fed every day, but the morning after Luisa’s arrival Julia was anxious
to know what she could offer it for breakfast. Luisa assured her it had
already eaten – mendaciously claiming that she’d given it a live goat –
but Julia’s sense of duty was not satisfied. ‘It does seem so inhospitable,’
she fretted, and ordered the stable boy to go and catch it some extra rats.
Julia looked forward to Luisa’s subsequent visits to Faringdon
(marked by the entries in Gerald’s guest book in which she always
signed herself as ‘Tempteuse de Serpents’). But while Gerald had hoped,
and failed, to stir up mischief between his mother and Luisa, it was he
who became uneasy during this first visit, when Luisa announced her
plan to visit the nearby university city of Oxford. He believed she was
quite capable of ‘startling the undergraduates’ in some unfeasible, in
decent costume, or of walking around the streets with ‘an accompanying ensemble of flute players’.!! And although the cold winter weather
forced Luisa into a tactfully enveloping fur coat, Gerald had had good
reason to be nervous. She’d been to Oxford on several previous occasions, and her appearance at a college luncheon, when she wore Turkish
trousers and poured herself a glass of absinthe out of a vessel concealed
in her walking stick, had already entered university folklore.
Luisa’s earlier visits to Oxford had not simply been prompted by
the desire to see its architecture and shock its undergraduates, though.
In 1919 her daughter Cristina had finally become too old to be kept in
boarding school and Luisa had elected to send her to Oxford to improve
her English, installing her in a boarding house with a vigilant chaperone.
It pleased Luisa to come and visit Cristina from time to time, especially
since her grown-up daughter was starting to resemble her in interesting ways. Cristina had inherited Luisa’s narrow build, her large eyes
and wiry brown hair, but she was also flatteringly influenced by Luisa’s
taste and style. In 1922, when she left Oxford and moved to London, the
life she made for herself in a rented Bayswater flat would be a poignantly cut-price version of her mother’s. She kept a small pet snake in
her bedroom, shopped as extravagantly for clothes as her allowance permitted (sometimes pawning her jewels or giving Italian lessons to pay
off her debts) and developed a reputation for dancing the tango.

Luisa was intrigued by her daughter’s developing tastes, and also
by the circle of friends she was forming in London – a group of young
aristocrats and smart bohemians that included the painter Christopher
Wood, the beautiful, dissolute Naps Alington and the rich and literary
Evan Morgan. Now whenever Luisa was in England she made a point of
inserting herself into Cristina’s social life, accompanying her to parties
and dinners and tagging along with her to country house weekends.
For Cristina herself, this sudden gift of her mother’s interest was
dazzling. Yet it came at a price, for when the two of them were out
together Luisa’s instinct was, as always, to make herself the spectacle
of the room, and she seems to have had no notion of the effect this had
on her daughter. Christopher Wood was perceptive enough to observe
how anxious and withdrawn Cristina became in the presence of her
mother’s posing, and he disliked Luisa very much for it. But others,
like Evan Morgan and Naps Alington, hung attentively around her at
parties, and the more grandly eccentric she appeared, the more they
adored her. (It was hilarious to them that when Luisa came to stay at
Evan’s family estate in Wales, she took a taxi all the way from London
and calmly expected the butler at Tredegar to pay her fare).
Overshadowed by her mother, Cristina naturally looked elsewhere
for affection, and did so with a needy intensity. She was twenty-one
when she met Jack Hastings, and fell precipitously in love with his
fresh-faced handsomeness and mildly rebellious temperament. Jack,
whose full title was Viscount Francis John Clarence Westen Plantagenet
Hastings, was an aspiring painter and a sympathizer with radical
causes, and he was hell-bent on avoiding the responsibilities that came
with his role as the future Earl of Huntingdon. If he fell in love with
Cristina it wasn’t just because she was beautiful, foreign and adoring
but because, as a Roman Catholic and as the daughter of the Marchesa
Casati, she was nothing like the traditional English bride his mother
Maud would have chosen.
At first the young lovers were innocently, illicitly happy, meeting for
secret trysts at the rackety Cavendish Hotel in London or at the house
parties of friends. ‘You are the centre of all my emotions,’ Cristina wrote
to Jack, delirious with the novelty of having someone to reciprocate her
affections.!# Over time, however, the unguarded, almost obsessive force
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of Cristina’s passion made Jack uneasy; if he inadvertently disappointed
or slighted her she became disproportionately upset and, in a disturbing iteration of her mother’s extreme temperament, would break into
tearful, inconsolable rages.
By 1925 Jack had become so alarmed by Cristina’s instability that he
considered leaving her; but what stalled him, ironically, was his mother’s discovery of the affair. Appalled by the possibility that Jack might
marry this unsuitable Italian girl, Maud Hastings made arrangements
for him to be sent out to work on an Australian sheep farm. Inevitably
Jack rebelled, and the day before he was due to sail he married Cristina
by special license and took her with him to Australia.
Maud pursued her son by post, railing against his choice of wife:
‘She has bad manners & no charm & does not go down with people &
her appearance is so odd. Must she dye her hair that dreadful colour…’.!#
Maud was equally dismayed by the bride’s mother, who everyone spoke
of as ‘an impossible person…absolutely unmoral & her reputation is in
every way of the very worst. She always hated her child & only wanted to
get her out of the way & that is the reason she was so badly brought up
& has learned no manners.’!$
Maud’s rage was stoked by horror at the possibility that she might
at some point have to associate with the impossible Marchesa; but by
this time Luisa’s brief flare of interest in her daughter had all but
gutted out. She was in Paris when she received the telegram informing her of Cristina’s impending marriage, and while she offered no
objections, she had no interest in seeing her daughter at this critical moment. Her mind was entirely preoccupied with the planning
of a complicated new costume and it would be left to Camillo to try
and smooth over their daughter’s relationship with her in-laws. Word
had reached him that Cristina was behaving badly in Australia (having sensed Jack’s cooling affections, she was drinking heavily and
flirting with other men), and he wrote to warn her that she would
have to moderate herself back in England if she wanted to ‘resume
the position that is your due’. Camillo’s tone was sympathetic and his
signature was fond, ‘believe me with very great affection, your Papa’;
but Cristina considered the letter a betrayal, scribbling angrily in its
margin, ‘What fools!’!% As for Luisa, she would rarely concern herself

with her daughter again – until her own life was in crisis, and she
needed Cristina’s help.

*****
Once the wartime restrictions on transport were lifted, Luisa wanted to
explore the world more widely, travelling across Europe but also as far
as India (where she became so obsessed by the tigers she saw that, on
her return to Paris, she ordered her hairdresser Antoine Cierplikowski
to dye her hair in stripes of yellow, orange and red). These days she
had to carry a passport, as new regulations required; but she typically
customized it to suit her taste, altering her date of birth to make herself younger and sticking a reproduction of one of her painted portraits
where the photograph should have been.
During a brief interlude in Rome in 1920, she was visited by
Catherine Barjansky. To the young Russian artist, Luisa appeared a lost
and lonely figure in this post-war world. With her ‘enormous agateblack eyes…eating her thin face’ she seemed almost marooned in the
grandeur of her villa, surrounded by ‘charming and utterly useless
ornaments’ and kept company only by her rank-smelling monkey, ‘leaping and screaming’ in its gold cage.!&
Barjansky was right to sense that Luisa’s life had lost its creative
focus. Futurism was artistically on the wane, and Marinetti’s energies
were diverted into the emergent fascist movement. D’Annunzio, meanwhile, remained possessed by the fantasy of Fiume. Having entered the
city in September 1919 with an army of anarchists, patriots, romantics
and mercenaries, he’d managed to retain control ever since in a style
so poetic – and so murderous – that Lenin would pronounce him, halfadmiringly, to be ‘the only true Italian revolutionary’.!'
But Luisa was not without projects herself. As well as using these
years to travel, she was assiduously adding to her collection of portraits,
and it was during an exploratory trip to London in late 1918 that she
posed for Jacob Epstein, his bronze bust becoming one of the most
significant pieces in her gallery. She’d been introduced to the American
sculptor at a lunch party given by the English debutante turned artist
Clare Sheridan. Sheridan herself was an interesting woman; in 1920
she would make an intrepid voyage to revolutionary Russia to sculpt
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The basilisk stare:
Jacob Epstein’s bust of Luisa (1918).

Lenin and Trotsky, and in the same year would make a bust of Luisa
herself. But at the time Luisa had taken little notice of her hostess,
and instead had spent the entire meal inveigling the notoriously picky
Epstein to accept her as a model.
Epstein wrote that Luisa had been so ‘very striking looking’, so very
intent on impressing him with her dedication to art and her wicked
tastes, that he’d found her difficult to refuse. She came to his studio
the next day, and even though it was snowing hard, she ordered her
taxi driver to wait outside in his open cab so that she could stay for
as long as the sculptor might need her. Eventually the freezing man
had to knock on the door demanding shelter. Epstein was happy to
offer a cup of tea and his library fire, but Luisa was deeply irritated by
the interruption, shouting out: ‘He is a Bolshevik. Ask him to wait a
little longer.’
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As odd as Epstein considered his model to be, he couldn’t help but
be impressed by her peculiar commitment. Hours passed in the studio,
yet he recalled that the ‘tireless Marchesa’ sat patiently immobile; and
as darkness fell and lighted candles ‘formed a circle round [the] weird
sitter’, Luisa’s personality became vividly heightened for him. The bust
Epstein produced had emphasized her long nose and long upper lip,
and exaggerated the coarse unruliness of her hair; but in the glittering
fixity of what he called her ‘basilisk stare’, it captured the full ferocity
of her concentration and expressed, as few portraits ever would, the
strange force of her character.!$
Luisa loved the bust, and she was right to; but just a few months
later she found another artist who would succeed in capturing his own
personal truth about her. Augustus John was forty-one when Luisa first
met him in Paris, at a thé dansant (tea dance) held by the impeccably chic
Duchesse de Gramont. Ordinarily, the painter liked to consider himself
aloof from the social gyrations of the cosmopolitan rich. But he was
temporarily in Paris as Britain’s official artist to the Peace Conference
of Versailles, and in order to keep track of his diplomat and politician
subjects he was obliged to attend the numerous parties and dinners that
revolved around the conference.
It was while John was helping himself to a quiet glass of port that
his eye was caught by ‘a lady of unusual distinction’. She was curiously
dressed in ‘a tall hat of black velvet [and] antique gold’, and he watched
with interest as she ‘moved about the ball-room with supreme ease…
looking about her with an expression of slightly malicious amusement’. He asked for an introduction, and if Luisa had at first paid no
attention to this tall, slightly dishevelled and bearded stranger, her interest quickened when she discovered that he was the eminent painter
Augustus John.!%
The affair that started between them was unlikely in many ways.
Augustus was the son of a suburban Welsh solicitor, born to a world
entirely different from Luisa’s; as an adult he’d become romantically
attached to the idea of a gypsy lifestyle, free from the burden of material
possessions. Yet as divergent as some of their tastes and habits might
be, the artist developed an unusually intuitive sympathy for Luisa. Like
her, he had been abnormally shy as a child, and like her, he had willed
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his own late transformation into a flamboyant exhibitionist, albeit of a
far more vagrantly bohemian kind.
When they first became lovers, Augustus found Luisa intoxicatingly
glamorous and foreign – ‘Le taxi vous attends. Venez’ he wrote to her
impatiently. He also enjoyed the freedom that her money brought to
the affair, as they commuted romantically between Paris and London.
Once, when they were lunching together in Soho with the novelist
Ronald Firbank, Luisa announced that she would like to take all three
of them to America that same day, and it was clear to both men that she
would have made it happen, had they agreed.
As one fantasist to another, Augustus saluted Luisa’s talent for selfinvention. He could appreciate the effort she put into her wardrobe; he
was amused by her parroting of the latest slang, noting that she’d taken
to salting her more poetic D’Annunzian utterances with crude ‘borrowings from the colloquial’. He was entertained, if somewhat shocked,
by the studied rudeness with which she treated the several young men
who now gathered around her – rich, drifting boys who clung to the
coattails of her reputation.
In some of the circles where Luisa moved, this rudeness was the
norm; malice, disparagement and bitchery were part of the social currency, especially in Paris, where they functioned as a register of wit
and power and where Luisa had learned from masters like Robert de
Montesquiou. Augustus, however, was perplexed at how blind Luisa
could be to the pain she caused. He was riding in a taxi with her and one
of her especially worshipful admirers, the young Marquis de Bourbon,
when abruptly she announced that the Marquis’s face had become
intolerable to her. She ordered him to get out, and Augustus felt nothing but pity for the youth as he obeyed her command, weeping tears of
humiliation and saying desolately, ‘Voilà la femme que j’aime.’$%
Augustus’s own method of dealing with Luisa’s bad behaviour was
mockery: when her posturings became too silly and her attitudes too
unacceptable, he simply laughed at her. She had little experience of
being teased and she reacted badly, calling him a pig and stalking from
the room.$! Yet she always returned. Augustus was good for Luisa, not
simply as her lover but as a boisterous, masculine presence in her life,
as the brother she’d never had. He made her laugh, he painted ‘like

a lion’ and he made her life fun; it’s very possible that in April 1919,
when tragedy again struck Luisa’s family and her sister Francesca died
of the Spanish flu, it was to Augustus’s robust embrace that she turned
for comfort.$$
In purely sexual terms, the affair did not last very long. Augustus
fancied himself as a man of unfettered impulses; he believed that
lovemaking should be spontaneous, and he had limited patience for
the artifice and role-play that Luisa required. Yet even when they were
no longer lovers, they remained friends, and Augustus would always
be generous and kind when she needed him. Like D’Annunzio and
Marinetti, he’d been touched by the artless emotional transparency that
he’d glimpsed in Luisa and that she seemed only to be able to reveal
in the company of her closest lovers and pets. He wrote that when she
allowed her calculated exterior to slip she behaved with such a ‘perfect naturalness of manner’ that she seemed like ‘a child of nature’,
play-acting at life. And it was in that tender, curious, perceptive spirit
that Augustus painted two portraits of Luisa during the spring and
summer of 1919.
For the first of the two she had posed for him, unusually, without
costume or cosmetics, dressed in a simple white jacket and chemise. In
contrast to the gaudy, dangerous and erotic Luisas that other artists had
portrayed, Augustus had made her look almost ordinary – her uncompromising beauty softened by an almost hesitant expression. Luisa,
interestingly, did not like the portrait; it was too unadorned and too
conventionally feminine for her taste, and she didn’t attempt to conceal
her displeasure, quibbling over the fee she had promised Augustus and
eventually selling the painting to Naps Alington. But when she sat for
him again, a few months later, she was delighted by the result. Augustus
had allowed her to dress a little more elaborately, in ruffled evening pyjamas, and had suggested a more challenging assurance in her face and
body language. Nevertheless, this portrait was just as personally charged
as the first. Luisa’s eyes were mischievous, her flesh had a bloom of
sensual heat, and as she looked out from the canvas she seemed to be
smiling at her lover. There was a sparkle of intimacy in the portrait that
drew admiring reviews when it was exhibited in London and was bluntly
judged by the writer and adventurer T. E. Lawrence to be ‘hot stuff’.
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No other artist in Luisa’s gallery had captured that liveliness in her, and
it would certainly elude the American painter Romaine Brooks, whom
Luisa met the following year while summering on the island of Capri.
During the course of her post-war wanderings, Luisa had formed
a close attachment to the lush, mountainous island, which lay just
off the Italy’s south coast. She’d stayed there during the summer of
1919, temporarily abandoning Augustus for a very brief reunion with
D’Annunzio – who’d taken time off from his preparations for Fiume
and arrived with hundreds of tiny Murano glass flowers that he hung
around the grounds of her rented villa. During that holiday Luisa had
become interested in the community of artists, bohemians, eccentrics
and homosexuals who’d been colonizing Capri since the 19th century,
and who she sensed might compensate for the circle she’d lost in Rome.
Even though she planned to re-open her Venetian palazzo shortly, she
decided to secure herself a second summer home, and the following
year, having signed a long-term lease on the same villa, she attempted
to take up residence on Capri in commanding style.
The writer Roger Peyrefitte happened to be present on the afternoon
that the jerky funicular car connecting the port of Marine Grande to the
main square of Anacapri disgorged an extraordinary group of travellers.
It was headed by Luisa, who looked to Peyrefitte like some medieval
necromancer, although as he wrote later, the afternoon heat had already
begun to wreak havoc with her costume. ‘The Marchesa…wore an
astrologer’s hat from which depended long veils enveloping her person.
Her face was plastered like a mountebank’s…Her make-up, melting in
the heat, ran in streams down to her dusty shoes…She carried a crystal
ball in her hands to cool them.’ Bringing up the rear was one of Luisa’s
young admirers, Prince Giovanna Battista Sera, and a maid who’d been
entrusted with some housewarming gifts sent by D’Annunzio: a number of painted pomegranates and a ‘bush made out of wrought iron’.
There was also a manservant tasked with attending to the well-being
of various pets – including Anaxagoras, some assorted parrots and an
owl – and finally a new black attendant, Yarmia, who was clinging to the
leashes of the cheetah and two mauve-powdered greyhounds.$%
Garbi had by now left Luisa’s service (his was surely one of the great
untold tales), and other witnesses to Luisa’s arrival on Capri suggest

that Yarmia had not yet grown used to the challenges of the job. Luisa
had instructed him to respond to any harassment he might receive –
over the colour of his skin or the costumes she required him to wear
– with the phrase, ‘I am attached to the person of the Marchesa Luisa
Casati.’ During his first difficult summer on the island, the poor man
would have to repeat that line so often he would become nicknamed
‘the Marchesa’s flea’.
Luisa was renting her holiday home from Axel Munthe, a fashionable
psychiatrist and doctor whose life’s project had been designing and building the large and graceful Villa San Michele. Ill health and diminishing
funds had forced him, reluctantly, to rent out his villa for periods of time,
and when Luisa had first proposed herself as a permanent tenant Munthe
had been delighted; the Marchesa was rich enough for him to charge a
premium rent, and she was unlikely to be in residence for more than a
few weeks each year. But shortly before her arrival, Munthe began to hear
disturbing rumours – about Luisa’s badly behaved pets, her parties and
her high-handed ideas of decor – and he was so alarmed at the damage
she might inflict on his property that he wrote to cancel their agreement.
Luisa, typically, refused to acknowledge this obstacle to her plans.
When she arrived on Capri she argued her way into the villa and, once
there, refused to budge, countering all of Munthe’s legal threats with
bland offers to pay him more rent. It was to be a horrible summer for
Munthe, watching from his own more modest quarters nearby as Luisa
took over his precious home. He’d designed the Villa San Michele so
that the beauty of its island setting would be visible throughout; it was
to be ‘open to the sun, to the wind and the voice of the seas…[and to]
light, light everywhere’. Luisa, however, seemed intent on blocking
nature out. She was dressing herself entirely in black this summer, even
dying her hair, and she imposed the same colour scheme on the villa,
ordering black drapes to be hung over the windows and black carpets
to be laid on the floors. She had fans installed in the loggia to create an
artificial breeze, and lights hung in the grounds to mimick the effect of
moonlight. Under her tenure, even the weather at the Villa San Michele
became an elaborate fake.
Munthe despaired over these violations, but others came to be entertained. The writer Compton Mackenzie, invited for tea, was riotously
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amused to find his hostess stretched out naked on a black bearskin
rug; Count Sforza, the Italian foreign minister, came to dinner and was
treated to the sight of Yarmia stripped to the waist, with his torso covered in gold paint. Old friends visited, like the Princess Soldatenkov
(her once-discreet Sapphism now flagrantly manifested in her tailored
white suits, and in the all-female staff who serviced her enormous villa
on mainland Sorrento). But Luisa made new friends too, and among
them was her neighbour, Baron Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen, a selfstyled diabolist who invited to her to smoke opium with him in the red
‘Chinese Room’ he’d installed in his villa.
Opium would prove to be a dangerous temptation for Luisa: it transported her into a world of cloudy delirium, away from the banalities and
struggles of real life, but it also impaired her already erratic judgment.
The following year, when she was paying more frequent visits to Fersen’s
Chinese Room, her behaviour became markedly odd. According to the
writer Rebecca West, Luisa began circulating lurid stories about her
promiscuity, claiming she was in the grip of an ‘erotomania’ and that
she’d been impregnated by a cardinal. Luisa had long been in the habit
of vamping up her image, but she miscalculated badly with this sensationalist nonsense; some people concluded she was insane, while West,
a feminist of the twenties generation, simply thought she was pitiable.
But during Luisa’s first summer on Capri she was only under the
intermittent influence of Fersen, and was far more concerned with
attracting the attention of Romaine Brooks. The painter was a regular
visitor to the island, one of its small colony of lesbian and bisexual artists.
Luisa had been encouraged to seek her out by D’Annunzio, who believed
she would find her a sympathetic friend: ‘Like you she has always wanted
to compose her life, handling her senses like her paintbrushes.’*
What Luisa initially wanted from Romaine, however, was not friendship but a portrait. She had admired the severely romantic canvas Brooks
had painted of D’Annunzio before the war (when the two had had an
intense but short-lived affair), and one of the first social engagements

she engineered on Capri was to invite Romaine to dinner in order to
propose herself as model. Romaine, however, was reluctant to accept
a commission. She’d been looking forward to a summer of creative
‘idleness’ during which she would be able to think deeply about her
work; and in any case, she found Luisa an unappealing subject. As she
reported to her lover Natalie Barney, who’d remained in Paris, ‘She is
a bit too sloe-button-eyed for my taste and the white of the eye is red.’"$
Like Munthe, however, Romaine drastically underestimated Luisa’s
ability to get her own way. All the excuses Romaine proffered (that she
had no suitable canvases, that she couldn’t contemplate leaving the
sanctity of her own villa) were swept aside by Luisa, who insisted that
Romaine could paint her wherever and however she chose. By 4 August
Romaine was writing resignedly to Natalie that she’d begun work on
‘an immense life size nude’, and that three times a week Luisa was
now making the steep, dusty journey to her home, the Villa Cercola.
Gradually, though, Romaine’s premonitions of fatigue and frustration
were dispelled. Once Luisa stood naked in the studio she could fully
appreciate the lines of her ‘straight beautiful body’ and the purity of her
white skin (‘chestnut-coloured’ sun-tans were already, to the disgust of
Romaine’s fastidious eye, becoming the fashion on Capri)."% She could
also appreciate the zeal of Luisa’s commitment. After one brief hiatus
when Luisa disappeared for several days ‘on business’ and left the anxious Romaine with a ‘two-metre-high canvas filling up my atelier’, she’d
thrown herself into the project with a captivating enthusiasm. ‘She is
mad for the picture, which has taken over her imagination,’ Romaine
wrote to Natalie. ‘I have never had such an intelligent model.’ She went
so far as to hope that the collaboration might yield one of the best paintings of her career."&
Luisa herself was convinced Romaine was creating a ‘work of genius’,
and her delight in the portrait was heightened by her growing attachment to the artist. She enjoyed their conversations in Romaine’s studio,
for just as D’Annunzio had predicted, the two women had much in common. Yet Luisa was also fascinated by Romaine’s simple, almost solitary,
style of living. Her new friend seemed to resist publicity as profoundly
as she herself craved it, and the austere, grey palette of her paintings,
the plain, practical clothes she wore and the unadorned beauty of her

Compton Mackenzie’s 1928 novel Extraordinary Women was a comedy based
on Capri’s lesbian community; its heroine Olimpia Leigh was partially modelled
on Brooks.
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sweet, serious face were the antithesis of Luisa’s own created world. It
was for good reason that the lover’s nickname D’Annunzio had chosen
for Romaine in 1910 had been ‘Cinerina’ – the pale or ashy one.
Luisa had never known anyone like Romaine, and as the weeks
passed the curiosity she felt for her new friend deepened. While nothing physical occurred between the two women that summer, and while
Luisa had almost certainly never experienced a lesbian relationship
before, she became more and more lover-like in her demands, insisting
that Romaine accompany her on daily outings around Capri and asking
for ever more of her time and attention.
Romaine was flattered by the urgency of Luisa’s friendship, but
she was also overwhelmed, and by mid-September she was complaining to Natalie that it was making her ill. ‘I need my rest,’ she wailed;
and by the time the portrait was completed, it had become as much
a representation of her ambivalence towards Luisa as of Luisa herself.
She had painted Luisa’s naked figure against a remote, rocky landscape,
and in some respects she had made her look disturbingly helpless, her
breast and belly as flat and vulnerable as a child’s. Yet Romaine had
painted violence into Luisa’s figure too: the dark shadows around her
eyes, the clawing tension of her curled fingers and the wing-like furl of
her cloak suggested the image of a predatory Fury, half woman and half
bird of prey.
Montesquiou once wrote of Romaine that when she painted portraits she became a ‘thief of souls’, and when Natalie Barney was shown
this painting she judged it to be eerily true to its subject."$ Natalie would
observe Luisa closely over the next eighteen months, and all that she
saw of her disjointed emotions, her fixations with the artistic life and
with Romaine, convinced her that she was both a victim of her own
nature and a menace to others. It was during the summer of 1921, when
the three women were together on Capri, that Natalie wrote the poem
‘Isola de Capri’, in which she described Luisa as a woman ‘ever trying
by strange disguisements to escape from the inner strangeness’.
For Luisa, the completion of the painting had been a triumph –
Romaine had liked it so much that she’d kept it herself, rather than
letting Luisa buy it. But their intimate summer was over, and it was
when Luisa returned to Rome that Catherine Barjansky visited her at

via Piemonte and sensed her isolation. Luisa could turn to other lovers,
other friends for distraction, but it was Romaine she wanted. When she
went to Paris in December, she invited Romaine and Natalie to dine with
her at the Ritz on Christmas Eve, and it was then that she managed to
persuade Romaine to come alone with her to London for the New Year.
Once she had Romaine to herself Luisa was determined to prove
herself as a lover. Yet it seemed she had learned nothing from her summer on Capri, for she failed to see that the luxury suite she’d secured
for them at Claridge’s and the gifts with which she began bombarding
Romaine were entirely the wrong strategy. Romaine was appalled by
Luisa’s consumerism, reporting back to Natalie that Luisa was in the
grip of a ‘real madness’ and was ‘buying buying buying everything she
sees’, from a carload of coloured balloons to a pair of ‘large hoot owls’.
She was angered by Luisa’s unwillingness to let her meet up with any
of her own friends; and she was horrified by Luisa’s clumsy attempt to
initiate a physical relationship.
Luisa had wanted to make love to Romaine, but because she had so
little confidence in her own sexuality, she seems to have attempted some
crude, forceful manoeuvres, her version of male seduction. Romaine
was repelled, writing to Natalie that it had been the very opposite of
what ‘love between women should be’; and that Luisa had frightened
her with ‘her desire to bring the coarser elements of male love into
what…should have been delicate and beautiful’. The charmed tryst
Luisa had imagined had ended in ugliness, as Romaine reported: ‘We
separated somewhat bruised on both sides.’"%
Yet the affair was not over. Luisa was tenacious, and Romaine was
still half in thrall to the intensity of her ardour and the puzzle of her
damaged personality. Later, she would acknowledge that the relationship had been one of the key experiences of her life: ‘[Luisa had] a great
admiration for me…and she was beautiful. She was…worth the pain.’
And the two lingered on together, through more meetings in Paris and
through a second summer on Capri, when Luisa seems to have fled
their worsening clashes of temperament by taking refuge in Fersen’s
opium den.
By the end of that year they had virtually stopped seeing each other.
Luisa’s portrait had initially been hung on the wall of Natalie’s bedroom,
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in the house on rue Jacob where she hosted her Friday afternoon salons,
and Luisa was proud to know that some of the poets, painters and composers who frequented Natalie’s salon were taken specially to the room
to view it. But eventually the portrait was taken down, removed from its
frame and rolled up for storage; and after Romaine had died in 1970 it
would be found under her bed, one of the very few pieces she’d kept
back after donating the bulk of her work to the Smithsonian Museum in
Washington. Romaine never accounted for her motive in setting aside
Luisa’s portrait: she once evasively described the work as an ‘aberration’
in her career, but did not specify what that meant. As for Luisa, she
seems to have made no attempt to buy the painting back. It had pained
and confounded her to be disappointed in her love for Romaine, but
once the relationship was over, she was able to forget and move on.
According to Catherine Barjansky, Luisa’s opportunistic attitude to
her lovers and friends was one of the most unfathomable and least likeable traits of her character. While she could fix on new people with an
almost vampiric enthusiasm, ‘occupy[ing] herself entirely with them,
until she had drawn from them all that was unusual and interesting’,
she was equally capable of ‘dropping’ them completely when her curiosity was exhausted. Luisa seemed, to the highly critical Barjansky, to
lack any normal instinct of regret for her past relationships: ‘she would
dismiss them with a shrug. Their day was over.’"$% If Luisa experienced
her own emotional world as darker and more complicated than this, she
almost never confessed to it.

CHAPTER 5

While Luisa’s attention had been scattered between London, Paris and
Capri, she hadn’t forgotten Venice, and early in the summer of 1921 she
was again in residence at the palazzo. Her guest for the season was Kees
van Dongen, who was temporarily in flight from Paris and from the
controversy surrounding a portrait he’d painted of the literary statesman Anatole France. In gratitude for Luisa’s hospitality and in homage
to their Venetian surroundings, he was working on his seventh portrait
of her, this one representing her as a Fauvist siren, her green-tinted skin
electric against a salmon-pink wash of lagoon and sky.

The ‘international hordes’ return to post-war Venice:
outside the city’s train station (1921).

